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Foreword

Language resources (LRs) are of crucial importance for research and development in language as
well as for speech technology but and teaching purposes. E-learning added a new dimension to the
usability of language resources and made them even interesting to the area outside of computational
linguistics.

This workshop on “Language Resources: Integration and Development in e-Learning and in
Teaching Computational Linguistics” focuses on the integration of LRs in the educational process
and the cooperation among LRs and e-learning. Additionally, it discusses the use of LRs in the
curriculum of computational linguistics.

The 8 papers included in these proceedings cover the following topics:
1. Case studies of the use of LRs in Linguistics and Computational Linguistics,
2. Additional skills acquired by the students when using or developing LRs (e.g. how to

acquire standards),
3. Usage of LRs in the development of e-learning materials,
4. Adaptation of existent LRs for CALL environments,
5. Development of  eContent localization resources.
And concern language resources for a broad variety of languages and types of applications.  The

articles are grouped in two parts.
The topic of the first part is “Language Resources in Teaching Computational Linguistics with

three papers
Veit Reur and Petra Ludewig describe the use of LRs in two group projects for students at

master level. In one project LRs are used for collocation extraction, in the other for the construction
of a vocabulary trainer. The paper of Claudia Kunze und Lothar Lemnitzer focuses on the use of
existing lexical resources, in particular GermaNet for case studies and explorative learning in virtual
courses of Computational Linguistics and Language Engineering. Dan Cristea, Horia-Nicolai
Teodorescu and Dan-Ioan Tufis report on LRs used for student projects both in language and
speech technology. Cristina Vertan proposes a checklist of possible criteria when deciding whether
in the instructional process LR’s have to be created or reused

The second part of the proceedings consists of 4 papers and addresses relationships between
LRs and e-learning.

Dragos Ciobanu, Karl-Heinz Freigang, Anthony Hartley, Uwe Reinke and Martin Thomas
present a rationale for the development of a multilingual resource designed to support the training
of translators in their use of translation memories. The following two papers focus on a special
aspect of e-learning: computer aided language learning. In both papers the accent is on vocabulary
learning. Galia Angelova, Albena Struchanska, Ognian Kalaydjev, Svetla Boytcheva and Irena
Vitanova describe LRs used in a CALL-project for learning English financial terminology. The
paper of Sandro Pedrazzini, Alexandro Trivilini and Judith Knapp shows how an existing LR can be
adapted for e-learning purposes, i.e., language learning.  The creation of an environment for
dynamic teaching materials for ESSLI (European summer School on Logic, Language and
Computation) is discussed in the paper of Rafaella Bernardi, I.Dahn, G. Mishne, M. Moortgat, M.
de Rijke and H. Uzkoreit.

The organizers hope that this selection of papers will be of interest to a broad audience and
readership, and will be a starting point for further discussion and cooperation.

Paola Monachesi
Cristina Vertan
Walther  v. Hahn
Susanne Jekat
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PART I

Language Resources in teaching Computational
Linguistics
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Language Resources in Intensive Study Projects

Veit Reuer, Petra Ludewig

Institute of Cognitive Science
University of Osnabr̈uck

49069 Osnabr̈uck, Germany
{vreuer, pludewig}@uos.de

Abstract
We describe two group projects carried out by Masters-level students at the University of Osnabrück. These projects gave students
the opportunity to learn not only about the structure of language resources (LRs) but also to handle LRs and thus to gain professional
knowledge of them. In the KoKs project (2001) a bilingual aligned German/English corpus was created and was used for contrastive
collocation extraction. In the MAPA project students applied the GermaNet lexical resource to the construction of a vocabulary trainer
for German second-language learners. In such projects, groups of approximately 8 students spend 12 months developing software
applications. They invest more than 30% of their time on the project over this period and are awarded four times the number of credit-
points (ECTS) as for standard courses. Such projects are an integral part of student training in Osnabrück, providing an environment in
which the students can acquire the practical skills essential to successful collaborative work.

1. Introduction
In this paper we present two examples of so-called study

projects which were originally developed for the course of
Computational Linguistics and Artificial Intelligence (CL
& AI Magister), and are now a compulsory learning unit in
the new, international Master-Program Cognitive Science
at the University of Osnabrück. In the KoKs project a bilin-
gual German English corpus was developed by the students,
and then in combination with a bilingual dictionary used
for contrastive collocation extraction. In the MAPA project
students used the lexical resource GermaNet (Lemnitzer
and Kunze, 2002) in order to build a vocabulary trainer.

With respect to the use of LRs in study projects we
would like to argue that this gives students the unique op-
portunity to not only learnabout the structure and the use
of language resources (LRs) but also tohandleLRs in order
to develop applications with them and thus to gain profes-
sional knowledge of LRs. The two projects presented here
will demonstrate the range of possibilities for the use of
language resources in teaching CL, which goes far beyond
the factual knowledge about issues in CL and LRs or the
simple, exemplary linguistic analysis of language data as it
is done in traditional seminars.

2. Intensive Study Projects
From the perspective of the general course of studies,

projects provide the ideal basis for fast, comprehensive and
job-oriented education. On the one hand a group of ap-
proximately 8 students is required to develop software ap-
plications in the projects based on Computational Linguis-
tics methods studied beforehand. On the other hand they
should get to know the special techniques required to carry
out a project successfully such as teamwork, presentational
skills and careful project planning. As opposed to con-
ventional courses students usually invest more than 30% of
their weekly workload in a study project during a 12 month
period, and they are expected to work through semester
breaks. Also students earn four times the number of ECTS-
points (European Credit Transfer System) than for standard
seminars.

It must be mentioned that the topic of a project is only
roughly determined by the lecturers who supervise a project
in a team and play the role of the management level during
a project. The development should be presented at least
twice during the year to fellow students as well as members
of the Institute and a final report needs to be written. The
concrete issues are worked out by the students themselves
which has the main advantage of creating a special feel-
ing of responsibility and as a consequence more enthusi-
asm for the project among the members. As a consequence
the students often present their results towards the end of
the project at workshops or conferences that are relevant
to the domain in question. Additionally each participating
student has a chance to develop a personal preference for
special topics during the project and he/she is explicitely
advised in the study regulations to follow up on these top-
ics for his/her final Master’s thesis, an opportunity taken
quite often by the students. Finally two more advantages
need to be listed here.

1. Intensive study projects prepare a student for inde-
pendent, self-determined work and life-long learning
where the focus is no longer on the static acquisition
of knowledge but on theprocessof acquiring know-
ledge in a rapidly changing environment.

2. The aspect of focussing on a certain topic for exactly
one year forces a student to come to the end of his/her
studies fast and additionally provides an ideal back-
ground for the preparation of a final thesis.

Therefore the goal of a study project is to crucially prepare
the students for their future occupations in research and de-
velopment positions. The fact that the results of the study
projects have continuously been the basis for final theses
and have been presented at major international conferences
demonstrates the success of this teaching concept.

3. Corpus-based Search for Collocations -
KoKs

The first project we describe here is called KoKs which
stands for “Korpusbasierte Kollokationssuche” and lasted
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from October 2000 to October 2001 with 6 participating
CL&AI students advised by two university teachers. The
primary goal of this study project was to exploit a bilin-
gual parallel corpus in order to build up a list of German
and English collocations with their respective translations
(for a detailed description of the work see Erpenbeck et al.,
2002). Since it was considerably more difficult than origi-
nally expected to have access to an aligned German English
corpus without investing too much money a bigger part of
the student workload had to be spent for corpus preparation
tasks.

The KoKs system was integrated into an application for
language learners, who use the program in order to retrieve
translations for collocations, which are especially difficult
to learn.

3.1. Collocations

During the last twenty years collocations, which can
be regarded as a special kind of phraseologism (Burger,
1998), have attracted increasing attention, not only with
respect to lexicography (Benson, 1985; Heid, 1998; Sin-
clair, 1987) and foreign language teaching (Granger, 1998;
Lewis, 2000; Ludewig, 2001) but also within the context of
natural language processing and theoretical linguistics (Er-
bach and Krenn, 1994; L̈udeling, 2002). Since collocations
are a phenomenon of language use or language norm, and
not of language as a rule-based system, it is not astonishing
that collocations have built a core domain of corpus linguis-
tics since the beginning of this field of investigation (Sin-
clair, 1987; Heid, 1998; Krenn, 2000). Thus the relation be-
tween collocations and language resources is two-fold: on
the one hand collocations should constitute an integral part
of lexical resources, on the other hand textual resources,
corpora, play an inherently important role when trying to
compile collocations.

Generally speaking collocations can be characterized
as “frequent, recurrent, conventionalized building blocks
of the lexicon [...] often not predictable; [...] non-
collocational texts are not fluent, not elegant or just not the
‘usual way’ how one would express a given idea” (Heid,
1994, 228-9). Nevertheless the ideas of what a colloca-
tion is, are quite heterogeneous. Some scientists focus
on the statistical aspect of collocations, defining colloca-
tions as word combinations of an above-average frequency
(Smadja, 1993). Others emphasize their semantic peculiar-
ities, indicating that one component of a collocation, the
base, keeps its traditional meaning whereas the other one,
the collocator, “has a special meaning that it cannot have in
a free syntagmatic construction” (Breidt, 1993, 227).

The students in the KoKs project who had participated
in a seminar on collocations beforehand decided to concen-
trate on the semantic peculiarities of collocations. Having
the scenario of foreign language learning in mind the core
assumption of the students was the idea, that the specific
meaning taken by the collocator within a collocation is typ-
ically reflected in its collocation-internal translation, entail-
ing a translation which is not word by word, but only “par-
tially compositional”. This can be understood as a transla-
tion of a complex expression where the translation of one
constituent, the base, is given directly by one of the transla-

tions listed for this item in bilingual lexicons, whereas the
translational counterpart of the other constituent, the col-
locator, is given by an expression which is not listed in the
bilingual lexicons as a translation for this word as a context-
less item. In this case it is likely that the expression under
consideration is a collocation as defined above. In contrast,
a compositional translation is interpreted as an indicator of
compositional semantics, i.e. a free combination.

An example of such a “partially compositional trans-
lation” is eine Rede halten - to give a talk. The base is
given byRede/talk, andhalten/giveconstitutes the colloca-
tor. Thus the approach to collocation extraction is rather
contrastive than frequency driven. Of course there are col-
locations which cannot be identified this way because in
some respect the two languages in question contain par-
allel collocations. An example isvor Wut scḧaumen - to
seeth with anger. This kind of mistake can be character-
ized as a recall (vs. precision) problem. Inversely there
may be phrases which are not translated word by word
within a given context but which are nevertheless not collo-
cations, but free combinations that might be translated word
by word. In this case there is a precision problem.

In order to find “partially compositional translations” of
phrases, the students of the KoKs project decided to do two
things:

• detect phrasal correspondencies between English Ger-
man translations within a bilingual corpus (subsenten-
cial text alignment), and

• compare the translations of the identified phrase pairs
with the corresponding single word translations given
within bilingual dictionaries.

For this reason the students had to compile and preprocess
German English bi-texts and dictionaries. The different
steps undertaken in order to solve these tasks are described
in section 3.2. and 3.3. and are displayed in figure 1.

3.2. Building up textual and lexical resources

3.2.1. Textual resources
At first, the students searched the internet for freely

available aligned German English corpora but without suc-
cess1. This experience was quite frustrating for them, as
the scientific community seemed to raise the hope that there
were a lot of corpora freely available or at least available at
low cost. Following this disappointment the students de-
cided to build their own corpus.

Now they had to look for electronic texts and their trans-
lations. Within this context a statistics-based program was
written in order to automatically identify the language in
which a given text is written, since some of the (EU) doc-
uments were not written in the language declared by their
file name. Furthermore, the students had to establish crite-
ria in order to decide which texts should be disregarded and
which should be processed within the next steps. Here the
quality of the translation as well as the text format played
a decisive role. For example the students disregarded the

1Of course, the situation has changed since the beginning of
2001.
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Bible texts located in the internet2 because the German
and the English version were not really translations of each
other, but had different source texts written within different
time periods. The Linux HOWTOs and FAQs3 which orig-
inally raised the students’ hopes were also rejected due to
their structural differences. Thus, the students obtained and
processed primarily two resources with rather short texts:

DE-News: 4 These are texts from German radio broadcasts
translated by non-professional volunteers to English.
Although the translation quality varies it is good in
general. The texts are given in ASCII/HTML format.
The students collected about 14.5 KB (approx. 2 mio.
words5) given in about 2,200 files.

EU-publications: 6 These texts include press releases,
news, political documents and contracts which are
given in a HTML-like format. The students collected
about 93.7 KB (approx. 11,5 mio. words) given in
about 23,600 files.

Now due to the high number of files to deal with vari-
ous scripts for file administration tasks were implemented
for organizing directory structures, corpus browsing, stan-
dardizing file names, verifying file contents etc. Then the
students normalized the selected texts in order to have a uni-
form format supporting the identification of headings, para-
graphs and sentences. Furthermore, it should be tractable
by a tagging and lemmatization tool. Some information ir-
relevant for tagging but supporting the alignment process
was encapsulated via SGML-formatting so that the tagger
could ignore it.

The students decided not to implement this annotation
program themselves but opted for using the already existing
and well-established tagging program DT-Tagger (Schmid,
1994) for reasons of economy and quality as well as for
sentence boundary detection. During the phase of normal-
izing and tagging the students had to realize that the orthog-
raphy of the German part had to be adapted to the lexical
representation used by the tagger7. Moreover the students
implemented a script for improving sentence identification
which is very important for sentence alignment.

3.2.2. Lexical resources
Bilingual German English lexicon entries play a major

role within the KoKs project. Firstly they are made use of
within the sentence and phrase alignment process (s. sec-
tion 3.3.). Secondly they are consulted in order to deter-
mine whether a given German English phrase pair is a can-
didate for a collocation. And thirdly the lexicon is the place
where to store German and English collocations and their
respective translations. Some of these collocations are in-
herited from the imported lexica and others are to be added

2http://www.hti.umich.edu/index-all.html
3http://www.tldp.org/docs.html#howto
4http://www.isi.edu/˜koehn/publications/de-news/
5The number of tokens was calculated using the Unix tool wc

and are just rough approximations.
6http://europa.eu.int/rapid/start/welcome.htm
7On the 1st of August 1998 an orthographic reform had come

into effect and was adhered to by the news agencies one year later.

to the lexicon incrementally on the basis of the corpus anal-
ysis.

The lexical data initially used within the KoKs project is
based on different lexical resources, especially Ding8 con-
taining about 150,000 entries at that time, and Tyler and
Chamber9 comprising about 10,000 entries. For normaliza-
tion purposes a dictionary entry parser was implemented in
order to extract lexical items and their translations and to
store them in a unified format.

For multi word expressions tagging was done in the
same way as for textual resources. For the lexical resources
alignment was skipped because it was already given by the
respective translations. Altogether texts, lexical entries as
well as identified phrases were stored in a highly structured
database.

3.3. Corpus analysis

After this preparation work the bilingual corpus was
aligned from paragraphs down to the level of phrases10.
Especially the sentence alignment was a very important as-
pect of the KoKs project as it was one significant prerequi-
site for the following phrase alignment. After disappoint-
ing attempts to use the algorithm described in (Gale and
Church, 1993) the students developed their own alignment
tool containing a “Matrix Alignment Visualisation Tool”,
called Mavis. The alignment was mainly based on a lexical
and length-based distance measure. In order to calculate
the lexical distance the bilingual dictionaries are used to
count the number of those word translations found in a sen-
tence pair which are legitimated by the bilingual dictionar-
ies. Furthermore trigram correspondences were calculated
for the remaining open-class words.

Finally the detection of phrase correspondences had to
be done. In this phase noun and verb phrases were iden-
tified again recurring to the results of the mentioned DT-
Tagger enhanced by additional chunking rules. A statistical
analysis of the corpora revealed which chains of parts-of-
speech were frequent and from these chunking rules were
derived. With the help of the rules every sentence was di-
vided into multiple phrase candidates which were reduced
to the major categories verb, noun and adjective, i.e. func-
tion words were deleted. The phrase alignment was done
recurring once more to the translations of single words (and
collocations) given in the lexical resources. As described
in section 3.1. the method for identifying collocations was
strongly depending on the definition of a collocation saying
that a collocation contains a lexical element with a meaning
in the context that it does not have as a single lexical ele-
ment without the given context. Therefore the dictionary
entries for single words were used in order to determine

8http://www.tu-chemnitz.de/dict
9http://www.june29.com/IDP/

10It was not always obvious, which of the collected texts of one
language was the translation of which text of the other language.
Within the DE-News the assignment of corresponding news was
marked by preceding identifiers. Unfortunately sometimes two
corresponding news items didn’t have the same ID or some news
items existed in one language only. To tackle the cases of per-
muted items the students applied the alignment tools developed in
the project to (news) headlines.
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whether the direct translations of the lexemes of a candidate
phrase showed up in the corresponding, i.e. aligned phrase.
Here the lexical distance measure sketched at the beginning
of this section seemed to be a good measure of collocativity.
As nevertheless the identification of phrases and their trans-
lational equivalents were quite uncertain, only those phrase
pairs detected a given number of times were accepted to be
collocations. It must be noted that this kind of statistics is
completely different from that pursued by the advocators of
a frequency based collocation definition.

textual
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Figure 1: Core building blocks of the KoKs project

3.4. Pros and Cons

In the KoKs project the students on the one hand de-
veloped most of the computational tools for the analysis of
the corpora by themselves and on the other hand worked
with the resources from a linguistic perspective in order to
identify and extract collocations.

Towards the end of the project the students had reached
the situation from which they originally had planned to start
their investigation. Of course this was to some degree frus-
trating. Perhaps in a classical seminar the teacher would
have given the electronic German English texts directly, i.e.
the DE-news and the EU publications. In this case, the time
spent a) to look for affordable and possibly well-aligned
German English texts as well as b) to search for texts and c)
to select texts for future processing would have been saved.
Furthermore, in a more guided course, the teacher certainly
would have prevented the students from spending too much

time for storing the corpus and the lexical data into a com-
plex database. The design of the latter took a lot of time
without really improving the collocation acquisition pro-
cess originally the aim of the course. Perhaps within a more
guided course the students could have spent more time on
collocation extraction in a narrower sense.

However the students were highly motivated and, as a
consequence, did a very good job given the opportunity to
regard the system they developed under their own responsi-
bility as their personal affair. This was recompensed by the
opportunity to present the common results at an NLP work-
shop held at the international conference EUROCALL in
Nijmegen in August 2001, and at the Workshop on Compu-
tational Approaches to Collocations held at Vienna in July
200211 (Kummer and Wagner, 2002).

Furthermore there is essential spin-off to be pointed out.
The bilingual sentence-aligned corpus compiled within the
KoKs project was integrated as an additional part into the
dictionary-cum-corpus system LogoTax12 which helps ad-
vanced students of German as a foreign language to com-
pile and administrate a personal dictionary of German verb
noun collocations. Additionally the KoKs corpus is avail-
able for future seminars and study projects to be held at the
Master’s Program Cognitive Science at the University of
Osnabr̈uck.

Finally there were two high-grade “Magister” theses
written by student participants of the KoKs project that
would have not been possible without the broad experience
on corpus compilation gained by their authors within the
study project. The first thesis treats sentence alignment
of English-German parallel texts using linguistic know-
ledge (Tschorn, 2002), the second has “data driven machine
translation” as its subject (Wagner, 2003). Thus advan-
tage could be taken even of the additional load to build up
a proper sentence-aligned German English corpus, which
first seemed to be a long way round.

4. Mapping Architecture for People’s
Associations – MAPA

Within the MAPA study project 10 students from the
Universities of Osnabrück, Tübingen and Bochum partici-
pated in a joint effort from October 2002 to October 2003 to
develop a framework that allows the mapping of knowledge
in a cognitively adequate way. The approach connects to
existing techniques such as Mind Mapping, Concept Map-
ping and the like (Althaus et al., 2003).

4.1. Constructing Knowledge

A major assumption is that the internal mental represen-
tation of knowledge is network-like and that therefore its
externalisation should be done accordingly (Spitzer, 2000).
In the MAPA-system knowledge cues are usually repre-
sented in two ways, either as nodes or as relations between
nodes, both of which are subsumed under the term ‘entity’.
An entity may contain any type of information, ranging

11http://www.ai.univie.ac.at/colloc02/workshopprog.html
12This system is available via internet: http://cato.cl-ki.uni-

osnabrueck.de/˜logotax/ and was developed at the Institute of
Cognitive Science within a habilitation program
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from simple text to images or any other data file (Bernedo
and Elbers, 2003).

As a knowledge structuring tool the system is designed
as apersonalknowledge storage and retrieval device and
therefore does not provide any predefined, i.e. typed ele-
ments. For this reason only one simple data structure ‘en-
tity’ is needed, which may be parameterized by the user
to be respresented as a link, a node or even a set of nodes.
This reflects the goal of the students to build a system which
limits the user with respect to possible knowledge items as
little as possible. First and foremost the system should be
used as a tool for knowledgeconstructionin order to help
the user to structure and organize his/her personal know-
ledge. The idea is to view the process of construction as
the main task for gaining knowledge, i.e. learning (Novak,
1998).

4.2. GermaNet as a LR for Vocabulary Training
In opposition to the constructionist approach the stu-

dents integrated data from GermaNet (Lemnitzer and
Kunze, 2002) in an experiment in order to test naviga-
tional aspects for larger networks and to see whether a
tool for second language vocabulary acquisition could be
designed. GermaNet is based on the same principles as
the original WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998), i.e. it is a lex-
ical database for German with the lexems structured ac-
cording to the more or less standard relation types from
the field of lexical semantics, such as hyperonymy, hy-
ponymy, antonymy etc. The network like structure of the
GermaNet data was utilized to visualize the semantic rela-
tions of vocabulary items in some way similar to that of
the ‘Visual Thesaurus’ (http://www.visualthesaurus.com).
However only a restricted set of relations from the origi-
nal GermaNet set was used in the transformation for the
MAPA system: Synonymy, antonymy, hyponymy, hyper-
onymy, meronymy, holonymy and cause. Additionally two
further relations were seen as necessary to be included.
These relations are not used in GermaNet but are available
in MAPA for a learner (and possibly a teacher) to add new
material to the database.
• Association: This relation marks connections, which

seem rather loose and are usually difficult to determine
in linguistic terms as they are commonly derived from
world knowledge.

• Lexical: The morphological relation of identical stems
is marked with this type13.

With the context, i.e. the lexical semantic relations be-
ing visualized, the memorization process should be more
meaningful and enhanced than learning by simple word
lists. Three program modules were developed for the vo-
cabulary trainer:

1. The so-called ‘Exploration Module’ allows the user
to explore, i.e. to surf the structure of the GermaNet
structure and to possibly extract subnets. This mode
might be used for the consultation of the database for
a specific purpose or for getting the general idea of a
certain branch of lexical knowledge.

13However this relation is included in the original WordNet set
of relations.

2. The ‘Training Module’ presents certain types of exer-
cises to a user. The learning task itself consists of nam-
ing deleted nodes or relations in the network by con-
sidering the neighboring nodes which makes it more
powerful than simple multiple choice tests, as the dis-
tractors are not randomly chosen but are closely re-
lated to the sought-after item.

3. Finally there is a ‘Profile Module’ which acts as a stu-
dent modeller well-known from the field of Intelligent
Tutoring Systems (ITS) (Greer, 1994).

The following figure 2 with a question-mark for the obvi-
ously missing ‘Haus’ can exemplify one type of exercise.

Geb̈aude

hypo

²²

?

hyper

OO

hypoxxqqqqqqqqqqqqq
hypo

²²

hypo

&&MMMMMMMMMMMMM

Baracke

hyper

88qqqqqqqqqqqqq

Wolkenkratzer

hyper

OO

Altbau

hyper

ffMMMMMMMMMMMMM

Figure 2: Example exercise (first 3 hyponyms for ‘Haus’
from GermaNet excluding compounds with ‘-haus’)

Even though the usage of a lexical database such as Ger-
maNet as a vocabulary trainer seems straightforward from
a certain perspective, a number of difficulties were encoun-
tered that nevertheless lead to a deeper understanding of the
technical handling of lexical databases and of the linguis-
tic particularities of GermaNet. Two major technical chal-
lenges were encountered by the students in the preparation
process of the GermaNet module in MAPA.

• As the students tried to transform the GermaNet data
into the format used in the MAPA framework the num-
ber of nodes became increasingly difficult to handle.
The reason for this was their first approach not to use
a database but to store every ‘entity’ as a seperate file.
Consequently the students had to learn to setup and
maintain databases in order to handle to GermaNet
data.

• One of the aims in the project was to use a XML-based
framework for the data handling as is common in a lot
of projects nowadays dealing with highly structured
data sets. As the GermaNet data was encoded in a
different XML-format than required in MAPA an in-
tensive study phase of the foundations of XML was
needed in order to make the data accessible.

With respect to the linguistic aspects of GermaNet a dif-
ferent set of challenges had to be mastered by the students.
These were all related to presenting vocabulary items in a
transparent and manageable way to a language learner.

1. One of the major problems while using GermaNet
as the basis for language learning is the inclusion of
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“none-lexem” nodes in the network. For example Ger-
maNet contains the node ?festes Nahrungsmittel(solid
food) as a hyperonym ofGrünzeug/s(greens) and as
a hyponym ofNahrungsmittel(food) in order to al-
low a more precise description and to avoid a hierar-
chy being too flat. Even though these “none-lexem”
nodes are always marked with a question-mark, it is
not always obvious whether one can simply delete the
node and rearrange the connecting items in a simple
manner. It is clear that exercises such as the one pre-
sented above cannot be used in circumstances where
the deleted node is a multi word item. However in a
program mode “exploration” multi word items might
help a learner to structure his/her personal vocabulary
knowledge in a more precise way as these nodes char-
acterize the sub-nodes more accurately.

2. A second problem in the present scenario is the type of
vocabulary contained in GermaNet. The sets of words
to be added to GermaNet were selected in an almost
random order by the developers so that some areas are
covered more extensively than others. For language
learning purposes however the ideal would be to have
a GermaNet that does cover a basic stock of words
with some extension to advanced vocabulary items.
In our view no simple solution can be found for this
problem. The students therefore explicitly included
the possibility to develop one’s own dictionary.

3. The inclusion of a learner dictionary pertains at least
two aspects of the learning process. In the process
of surfing the network the system can record the seen
items and based on this produce a learner model for
adaptation of the system. Additionally a learner dic-
tionary can manage the learning steps by recording
the tasks and items trained. The recordings can then
be used for repeated but varied presentation of items
until the vocabulary has been learned by the user.

4. Finally in the process of constructing networks for ex-
ample tasks by themselves the students realized that
more than the relations “predefined” by GermaNet
were necessary for reasonable and effective exercises.
This mainly stems from the paradigmatic view taken
in GermaNet which is only one type in the array of lex-
ical relations consisting also of e.g. syntagmatic (col-
locations) and phonologic (rhyme) relations both sub-
sumed under “Association”. Therefore two additional
relations were introduced as mentioned before. How-
ever it was realized that also untyped relations should
be allowed because on the one hand not all learners
could be expected to be able to categorize every rela-
tion they wanted to enter into the system and on the
other hand the high level goal of the MAPA project
was to allow as much freedom as possible for creating
knowledge networks.

In this project the focus was not on unstructured corpora but
on a highly organized lexical database as the participants
investigated the structure and the content of GermaNet in
order to determine the feasibility of the project idea and to

realize it. The students gained knowledge in the compu-
tational handling of structured language databases and the
specific linguistic difficulties related to GermaNet. The re-
sults with respect to the vocabulary training module were
presented at the GermaNet-Workshop 2003 at the Univer-
sity of Tübingen (Beck, 2003).

4.3. Project Related Experiences

In this subsection we would like report a few aspects
of the project which are not directly related to the LR Ger-
maNet but fall in the more general domain of project or-
ganization and management. The MAPA project was the
first distributed study project started at the Institute of Cog-
nitive Science in Osnabrück with different student/lecturer-
ratios at the different locations: Osnabrück 7/3, T̈ubingen
2/1, Bochum 1/0. The single student in Bochum was also
counseled by the teacher in Tübingen.

One of the main problems experienced was the “ade-
quate communication problem” as the communication be-
tween the students is probably even more important in a
distributed project. At the beginning of the project it be-
came evident that a communication effort via email and a
web-based WIKI-platform was not enough. Also the com-
munication via a Chat-Tool tested in the project is cumber-
some and requires a high degree of preparation, experience,
discipline and a high level of tolerance. Finally telephone
conference ermerged as a suitable communication device
because participants can react more spontaneously and re-
sults can be reached quickly. Video-Conferencing was not
an option as it was not available at all locations without too
much technical preparation. The difficulties in communi-
cation emerged as a loss of coherent goals of the project for
some time which could be reversed through a few face-to-
face meetings of the whole group.

Finally a further difficulty in the project were the diverg-
ing levels of competence among the students with regard to
formats, technical know-how and linguistic content of LRs.
Some of the main efforts at the beginning of the project had
to be invested in bringing the students towards an (almost)
equal level of knowledge about LRs and their use.

4.4. Summary

We have presented the example of an intensive, dis-
tributed study project which included the extensive analysis
of the LR GermaNet as the basis for a vocabulary trainer.
With the perspective of using the LR for a clearly defined
task at hand, a thorough analysis and idenfication of advan-
tages and difficulties with this type of LR had to be carried
out by the students.

The general concept of the project resulted from the stu-
dents’ wish to explore the topic of knowledge mapping and
to develop a system for this type of mapping on the one
hand and the requirement from us to include a module for
computer-assisted language learning on the other hand.

It has to mentioned that no final theses have emerged
from this project so far as the project was only finished in
October 2003 and all of the students are still studying to-
wards their degree.
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5. Conclusion

As an alternative to classical seminars we have used
LRs within the context of product oriented study projects,
which allow the students to engage into the topic more
deeply. Apart from the fact that this leads to greater com-
mitment and responsibility by the participating students to-
wards the success of the project, this also allows them to
acquire extensive knowledge about corpus linguistics and
relevant methods of CL. As opposed to a ‘standard’ view
on LRs from a simple seminar where usually the access to
LRs based on some predefined linguistic question is pre-
sented the students in projects are able to experience the
creation and usage of corpora hands-on through all of the
relevant stages.
Additionally a certain type of language awareness is raised
in the presented type of handling LRs which in turn should
lead to a more critical view on linguistic theories. As most
theories make no difference between more and less frequent
linguistic constructions it is important that the handling of
LRs can help evaluate the theories with actually occurring
constructions.
Finally study projects and the work with LRs allows stu-
dents to gain more general research skills, which can not
be taught in seminars and are an important step towards
the learning goals of an university education. The fact that
the results of the study projects have continuously been
the basis for final theses and have been presented at ma-
jor international conferences (e.g. EUROCALL ‘02, Col-
loc‘02 Workshop on Collocations, EuroCogSci‘03 and the
GermaNet Workshop‘03) demonstrates the success of this
teaching concept.

However study projects also allow the participating stu-
dents to make some of the more negative experiences such
as disappointments about decisions and dead-ends in re-
search. Projects based on LRs can then demonstrate the
enormous effort necessary for developing suitable LRs and
the limits of adaptivity of LRs with regard to specific tasks.
These experiences usually cannot be made in a classical
seminar where the exercises are developed with a prede-
fined solution by the teacher.

All in all, the participating students have gained a fun-
damental insight into corpus linguistics which corresponds
exactly to an expert’s research work. They have gathered
a varied and valuable work experience and acquired rele-
vant techniques of which they can make use of within future
working activities.
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Abstract
This paperfocuseson the useof existing lexical resourcesasmaterialfor casestudiesandexplorative learningin virtual coursesof
ComputationalLinguisticsandLanguageEngineering.We will reporton our experiencewith GermaNet,theGermanwordnet,asa key
resourcefor eLearningwhich hasbeenappliedin threedifferentvirtual courses.Studentprojectswhich arecenteredaroundexisting
resourcesseemto behighly motivating.Ontheonehand,studentsgainhands-onexperiencewith theacquisition,modelling,maintenance
aswell aswith theapplicationof lexical resourcesin NLP tasks;on theotherhand,they cancontributeto their furtherdevelopmentand
enhancement.With our paper, we aim at raisingcontent-relatedaswell asdidacticissueswhich we considerrelevant to theeLearning
communityin ComputationalLinguisticsandneighboringdisciplines.

1. Intr oduction
eLearningthroughvirtual courses(Schulmeister, 2001)

hasbecomeoneimportanttopic in teachingandcurriculum
designfor ComputationalLinguisticsandneighboringdis-
ciplineslikeLanguageEngineering,CognitiveScience,and
GeneralLinguistics(LemnitzerandSchr̈oder, 2003). Vir-
tual coursesoffer studentsthe opportunityto widen their
scopeof knowledgeandskills beyondthecurricularlimits
of their homeuniversities.Groupsof studentsfrom several
distantplacesareableto work andstudyco-operatively, as
well asin aninterdisciplinarysetting.

Thedesignof virtual courseschallengesthetraditional
way of teaching. Merely presentingmaterialto students,
like in a real classroom,cannotand shouldnot serve as
an adequatemodeof teachingand learningin the virtual
classroom.In particular, educationonahigherlevel should
includethe applicationof acquiredknowledgeandpracti-
cal skills to concretetasks. We proposethe integrationof
case-basedscenarioswhich requirethe (inter)active parti-
cipationof thestudentsinvolvedasonepromisingmodeof
successfulteachingin thevirtual classroom.

On-goingactivities in the field of computationallexi-
cography, like the extensionand restructuringof existing
lexical resources,provide an ideal framework for defin-
ing variouswell-definedtasks,whichstudentscanperform,
dealingwith realdataof a considerablesizeandcomplex-
ity.

This article is structuredas follows: In the next sec-
tion, we shortly describethe virtual coursesin which the
GermaNetressource,a lexical-semanticwordnetfor Ger-
man,hasplayeda centralrole andgivea brief overview of
the main characteristicsof the GermaNetdatabase.Then
we presentthedifferentstudentassignmentswhich aretai-
lored to theuseof GermaNet.In section4, thechallenges
of a virtual learningscenarioare summarized.Our con-
clusionemphasizeshow motivatinganapplication-oriented
perspectivewithin eLearningcanbe.

2. GermaNet in threevirtual CL courses
We will show that lexical-semanticwordnetslike Ger-

maNet(Kunze,2001;KunzeandNaumann,2004)areuse-
ful subjectsof teachingand learningin the virtual class-

room. GermaNetis currentlyemployedasa key resource
within two virtual coursesin the framework of a national
eLearningproject,MiLCA 1: ComputationalLexicography
(CoLex), held in Tübingen,andNLP tools for Intelligent
ComputerAidedLanguageLearning(I-CALL), heldin Os-
nabr̈uck2. The third course,Applied ComputationalLin-
guistics (ACLing), hasbeendesignedas a part of Virtu-
Grade3 and taughtat the University of Tübingen. CoLex
andACLing arevirtual coursesopento studentsfrom dif-
ferentuniversitiesin Germany andSwitzerland4.

The underlyingdidacticscenariois characterizedby a
combinationof asynchronousandsynchronouscomputer-
mediatedcommunicationmodes.Thestudentsmeetregu-
larly in avirtual classroom.Technically, this is a text-based
chat tool which offers the facilities of a room for plenary
sessionsandroomsfor groupwork. Thestudentshave ac-
cessto sharedworkspacesfor their respective groupsand
to extensive teachingmaterial. For asynchronouscommu-
nication,theILIAS 5 LearningManagementSystemweare
usingprovidesmailing lists aswell asforums. The facili-
tiesfor synchronousandasynchronouscommunicationare
usedby the studentsfor solving the problemsetsin their
groupsduring thecourseandby the teachersfor supervis-
ing thehomework assignmentafterthecourse.

CoLex thematizestheacquisition,modellingandmain-
tenanceof lexical resourcesfrom acomputationalperspec-
tive and the useof lexical resourcesin NLP applications.

1The acronym standsfor ‘media intensive learning mod-
ules for the practical training of computationallinguists’, cf.
http://milca.sfs.uni-tuebingen.de/.

2The latter project is subjectof anotherpresentationon this
workshop. We will thereforeconstrainour presentationto that
partwhich concernstheuseof GermaNet.

3This acronym standsfor ‘virtual coursesfor graduatestu-
dents’,cf. http://www.virtugrade.uni-tuebingen.de/.

4Students from Potsdam, Osnabr̈uck, Bonn, Gießen,
Saarbr̈ucken, Heidelberg, Tübingen and Zürich participated
in thesecourses.

5ILIAS, anopensourceLearningManagementSystem,is be-
ingdevelopedattheUniversityof Köln,cf. http://www.virtus.uni-
koeln.de/ILIAS/.This platformhasbeenusedwithin theMiLCA
project.
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In ACLing, variouslanguageengineeringskills for thede-
velopmentof a complex accessengineto lexical resources
are introduced. For both courses,GermaNetfiguresas a
prototypeof a lexical database.In thefirst course,aspects
of dataacquisitionanddatamodellingarefocussed,with
specialemphasison lexical semantics.In theothercourse,
GermaNetconstitutesoneof two referenceresources,the
secondis a bilingualdictionary.

In the I-CALL course,which centersaroundthe devel-
opmentof a cognitively inspiredplatform for knowledge
modelling, a vocabulary trainer hasbeendevelopedas a
referenceimplementation.This programmakesuseof the
GermaNetdatawhich had to be reformatedfor that pur-
pose.

Weknow from ourteachingexperiencethatstudentsen-
joy working with GermaNet. Lexical-semanticwordnets
seemto beappealingfor theclarity andsimplicity of their
structures,the richnessof their contentsandthevarietyof
naturallanguageprocessingtasksin which they mayplaya
role. GermaNetbasicallyfollowstheguidelinesanddesign
principlesof the PrincetonWordNet(Fellbaum,1998). In
wordnets,thecentralunit of representationis theso-called
synset, whichcomprisesthesetof synonymswhichexpress
a given concept,e.g.

�
unhappy, sad� . GermaNetcovers

the most frequentand importantconceptsof the German
basevocabulary andthe prominentsemanticrelationsthat
hold amongthe words, like synonymy, antonymy, hyper-
onymy, meronymy, causation,etc. Partially integratedinto
EuroWordNet(Vossen,1999),GermaNetalsoprovidesfor
cross-linguallinks.

Wordnetshave evolved popularbackgroundresources
in variousNLP applicationsthatrely onwordsensedisam-
biguationlike

� informationretrieval andextraction;

� machinetranslation;

� languagegeneration;

� text summarization;

� building of languagetoolsandresources;

� semanticannotationof corpora,etc.

Wordnetsarealsoappliedasbackgroundresourcesfor
ontologybuilding andontologyengineering,as they pro-
vide for taxonomicrelations.Thus,wordnetsarecrucial in
variousprocessingtasksof ComputationalLinguisticsand
on the SemanticWeb so that it makessenseto introduce
themasteachingcontentfor CL courses.Wordnetsarein-
terestingresearchtopics,both from a theoreticalandtech-
nical point of view. Somelargerstudentprojectsthathave
beenassignedfocuson different lines of currentwordnet
research,exemplifiedon thebasisof GermaNetdata:

� modellingof linguistic contents,

� datastructureandpresentation,

� toolsfor accessingandvisualizingwordnetstructures,

� wordnetsaslexical resourcesfor NLP applications.

3. Studentprojectsdealingwith wordnets
Thissectionservesto giveanoverview abouttheword-

netrelatedstudentassignmentsin thecontext of ourvirtual
courses.Certainaspectsof theoverall taskshavealsobeen
integratedin theexplorativeexercisesof theon-lineclasses
in orderto motivatestudentsfor a largerassignment.

3.1. Modelling of linguistic contents

A substantialpartof thestudentassignmentsdealswith
modellinglinguistic entitiesin wordnets,aswith regardto
thesemanticrelationswhich hold amongtheconceptsand
lexical units,andtheorganizationof sensesandsensedis-
tinctionswithin thetaxonomichierarchies.

3.1.1. Analysis of the meronymy/ holonymy relation
and its encodingin GermaNet

The Germanwordnetso far only encodesone unique
pointerfor coveringall instancesof thepart-whole-relation
(meronymy). In contrastto GermaNet,PrincetonWordNet
accountsfor threedifferent typesof meronymy relations
(part,member, substance),andEuroWordNetevenrealizes
onegenericmeronymy pointerfor underspecifiedinstances
andfive subtypes(part, member, substance,madeof, re-
gion). It couldbeveryusefulto implementasimilarsubdi-
vision of pointersfor GermaNet.Conceptsbeingencoded
as meronyms should thereforebe checked underthe fol-
lowing aspects:a) Is theapplicationof three,or evenfive,
meronymy pointersfeasiblefor GermaNet?b) How should
we handlepairsof conceptsfor which themeronymy rela-
tion is not symmetric?c) Will a subdivision into different
meronymy pointersyield transitivity for theserelationsor
aretherestill instancesfor which transitivity is blocked?

The investigation,which is currentlycarriedout, con-
siderstheWordNetsubdivisionof meronymy andtheclas-
sification proposedby Chaffin (1992), p. 274ff. This
project aims at reviewing and refining the meronymy/
holonymy relationin GermaNet.

3.1.2. Analysis of the antonymy relation
Similarily to the caseof meronymy, GermaNetimple-

mentsa uniquepointerfor encodingtheantonymy relation
betweenlexical units. Different typesof opposites,like
‘man’ vs. ‘woman’,‘busy’vs. ‘lazy’, ‘warm’vs. ‘cold’ and
‘arrive’ vs. leave’ arethussubsumedanduniformly treated
underthelabelof antonymy. Thestudentexerciseconsists
in developingan adequatesubclassificationof antonymy,
dividing the data in appropriatesubgroupswhich should
accountfor complementaryopposites,scalarandgradable
oppositesrespectively. Furthermore,a setof relevant fea-
turesshouldbe definedwhich capturesoppositesof, e.g.,
sexusor directionality, for nounsandverbs.Theempirical
analysisof theGermaNetantonymsshouldaccountfor the
categoriesbeingproposedin thedescriptive approachesof
Cruse(1986)andAgricolaandAgricola (1987).

3.1.3. Applicability of regular polysemyin wordnets
Pustejovsky et al. criticize WordNet for ignoring ex-

isting regularities betweenword senses(Pustejovsky et
al., 1997), like the systematictree-wood alternationfor
‘oak’, ‘birch’, etc. It is, however, still a controversial is-
suewhetherwordnetsshouldimplementregularsenserela-
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Figure1: Entity-Relationshipgraphof theGermaNetdatamodel.

tions,and,if so,whichshouldbetheappropriateconceptual
level for the applicationof suchrules. The analysiscon-
centrateson lexical (sub-)fieldswhich arein thescopeof a
regularsenseextension,e.g.instancesof thetype‘building-
institution-staff ’ or instancesof the type ‘tree-wood-fruit’.
It will be checkedwhethergenericrulesarefeasible,and,
if yes,on which level of abstractionthey shouldapplyand
whena blockingof theseruleswouldbenecessary.

3.2. Data structur eand presentation

XML and RDF provide suitable formats for making
(wordnet)datainterchangeableandaccessiblefor NLP ap-
plicationsandon the SemanticWeb. Thus,convertingthe
original lexicographers’files into an XML representation,
or integratingtheGermaNetobjectsandrelationsinto RDF,
constitutesuitableassignments.

3.2.1. Conversionof the lexicographers’ files into an
XML format

NeithertheoriginalGermaNetlexicographers’filesnor
the compileddatabaseyield an ideal format for dataex-
change,presentation,and integration into NLP systems.
XML is moreconvenientfor thesepurposes.Basedon the
datamodelof GermaNetwhich wasrealizedasanEntity-
Relationshipgraph(cf. figure1), severalstudentshave de-
velopedprogramswhich convert the Lexicographers’files
of GermaNetinto an XML representation.The respec-
tive DTDs have beencreatedjointly. The outcomeof this
project hasbeendocumentedin somedetail (Kunzeand
Lemnitzer, 2002a;KunzeandLemnitzer, 2002b).

3.2.2. Integration of the GN objectsand relationsinto
the ResourceDescription Framework

Somework hasalreadybeencarriedout in view of inte-
gratingWordNetinto theResourceDescriptionFramework
in the context of the SemanticWeb initiative (Melnik and
Decker, 2001),but theresultingfilesencompassonly apart

of its structure. Beforestartingto convert GermaNetac-
cordingly, and even more exhaustively, we would like to
figure out how well wordnetstructuresfit into the struc-
turesof full-fledged knowledgerepresentationlanguages
like DAML and OIL which are built on top of RDF. An
examinationof theselanguageswith wordnetstructuresin
mindshouldproveor disprovetheusefulnessof GermaNet
objectsandrelationsfor theRDFandtheKR languages.

3.2.3. GermaNet representationasScalableVector
Graphics

SVG (Ferraiolo et al., 2003) might turn out to be a
handystandardandtool for thevisualizationof wordnetob-
jectsandrelations.A wordnetcanbeconceivedasa large
mapwherewith agraphicalrepresentationof substructures
at differentlevelsof detail. Theusercanzoomin at a par-
ticular synsetand inspectits context. The projectshould
explorethefeasibility of dataconversioninto theSVG for-
matandtheavailibility of visualisationtools.

3.3. Toolsfor accessingand visualizing wordnet
structur es

Basedupon the XML versionof the GermaNetdata,
several tools for extracting taxonomicchainsand/orcon-
ceptualneighborhoodsof wordnetitemsaswell asfor visu-
alizingconceptsandpartialstructuresof wordnetsarebuilt.

3.3.1. Developmentof tools for the extraction of the
lexical and conceptualneighborhoodof a
lexical unit or a synset

The assignmentin questionaddressesa userneedfor
extractingdatawhichareneighboringaparticularsynsetor
lexical unit. Currentlytherearetwo projectsdevotedto this
task. Onestudentemploys a relationaldatabasefor thein-
termediaterepresentationof thedata,theotheraccessesthe
datain theiroriginal format,usingXSL Transformationsto
generatetheoutput.Both resultswill beevaluatedin terms
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Figure2: GUI of a GermaNetextractiontool.

of theirspeedandflexibility . TheGUI of oneof thetoolsis
shown in figure2.

3.3.2. Visualization of the wordnet
Within another student project, a visualisation tool

which operatesover thewholewordnetstructurehasbeen
developed.TheXML representationof thewordnetis used
asa database. The visualizationof the datais very flex-
ible but too slow for realistic userscenarios. Resultsof
the project have originally beenpresentedin Kunzeand
Lemnitzer(2002a). The outcomeof the project hasmo-
tivatedour searchfor representationalternatives,e.g.Scal-
ableVectorGraphics(seesection3.2.3.).

3.4. Wordnets in NLP applications
For numerousGermaNetusers,this wordnetservesas

a key resourcein variousNLP applications,like informa-
tion extractionandretrieval, text summarization,etc. E.g.,
Steffen et al. (2003)useGermaNetfor word sensedisam-

biguationin themedicaldomain,RösnerandKunze(2003)
for domain specific documentanalysis. In this section,
anapplicationis describedwhich integratestheGermaNet
synsetsandrelationsasa knowledgerepositoryfor a vo-
cabulary trainer.

3.4.1. GermaNet asa lexical basisfor a vocabulary
trainer

A group of studentsin Osnabr̈uck, Edinburgh and
Tübingenhasdevelopeda network-like platform for col-
laborative work (MAPA = MappingArchitecturefor Peo-
ple’s Association). Within this framework, a prototypical
programmefor constructingnetworksof knowledgeis be-
ing applied.Usersshouldbeenabledto link wordsanddata
of any kind suchasimages,videos,emailsanddocuments,
in orderto representtheir knowledgein a cognitively ade-
quateway. Furthermore,MAPA allows for collaboration
amongusersand integration of other users’ networks in
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theoverall architecture.The developmentof a vocabulary
trainerservesasreferenceapplicationin this project. The
GermaNetdataare representedin a network-like fashion
which helpsthe languagelearnerto understandand learn
Germanwords in a wider semanticcontext. Several fea-
turesof theapplication,e.g.auserprofilewhichoverviews
thelearningprocess,supporttheuser’s individual learning
strategy. The outcomeof the projectwasreportedon the
GLDV-Workshop“Applicationsof theGermanWordnetin
TheoryandPractice”in October2003(Beck,2003).

4. Challengesof the virtual learning
scenario

In our opinion, virtual courseslike the onesdescribed
above have two major advantagesover traditional class-
roomteaching.

First, the virtual, computer-mediatedenvironmenten-
ablesaccessto variouslanguageresources,including lexi-
consandcorpora.Thus,bothhypotheseswhich guidethe
line of investigationandhypotheseswhichevolvefromspe-
cific analysescanbetestedagainstlargebodiesof databy
the useof sophisticatedtechniqueslike patternmatching,
concordancing,frequency countsandfiltering.

Second, learning scenarios which make use of
computer-mediatedcommunicationfacilitatethe accessto
contentswhich would otherwisenot beavailable. Further-
more,andevenmoreessential,specialinterestgroupscan
beestablishedwith learnersandexpertsfrom differentsites
andfields. Thus, interdisciplinaryeducationandjoint re-
searcharepromoted.

For teacherswho want to use existing languagere-
sources,thechallengesare:

� to defineprojectsof manageablesize;

� to preparethe datasuchthat studentswork only on
thosesampleswhich arerelevantfor thetask;

� to giveanaccountof thestateof theartasacontext for
theprojectandto providefor therelevantbackground
literature.

5. Conclusion
With our presentationof variouswordnet-relatedstu-

dent projects,we have demonstratedthe useof an exist-
ing large-scalelexical resourceasanobjectof teachingand
learningin virtual environments.Themodelling,compila-
tion, maintenance,evalutionanduseof languageresources
is a long-termactivity which requiresknowledgeandskills
in a wide varietyof fields: Lexical Semantics,Theoretical
Linguistics, Text Technology, Natural LanguageProcess-
ing etc. Well-tailoredassignmentswhich draw on thesere-
sourcesenablestudentsto acquirea deeperknowledgein
oneor severalof thesefields.Assignmentswhich crossthe
borderof thesefields are ideal casesfor interdisciplinary
groups.

Theavailability of lexical resources,e.g. wordnets,for
severaldifferentlanguagesoffersstudentsto choosea lexi-
cal resourceof theirmothertongue.

Lastbut not least,theperspective of contributing to an
on-goingresearchanddevelopmentactivity increasesthe

intrinsic motivation of the studentswho are involved in
theseprojects.
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Abstract 
The paper reports on term homework and projects in correlation with Natural Language Processing courses delivered at the Faculty of 
Computer Science of the “Al.I.Cuza” University of Iaşi (UAIC-FII) to both undergraduate students in Computer Science and graduate 
students enrolled in the Master Programme in Computational Linguistics, during the university year 2003-2004. All projects make 
heavy use of language resources, in either written or spoken form.   
 

1. Introduction 
At UAIC-FII, two categories of courses are taught in 
different areas of natural language and speech processing. 
At the undergraduate level, the terminal year students can 
take an elective course on natural language processing 
(which presents mainly theories and techniques for 
discourse level representation and processing of 
language), and at the master level, the students in 
Computational Linguistics, over the two years program, 
take a general introductory course on computational 
linguistics, a theoretical course on syntax, a course on 
corpus linguistics, one in lexical semantics, one on 
machine translation and one on speech processing. The 
laboratory activities of both undergraduate and graduate 
courses make heavy use of corpora and other linguistic 
resources. In these activities students usually work in 
teams to perform term projects and homework. The goal 
of all projects is three fold: a). to train students to exploit 
existing corpora through the program interfaces available 
on the web, by integrating function calls in their own 
applications; b). to train students to make use of 
annotations applied to texts, by first manually annotating 
a small corpus and then devising their own tools that 
exploit the annotation for NLP applications; c). to build 
small annotated corpora, including spoken language 
(speech) corpora, and appropriate exploitation software 
that remain in the Faculty for further NLP research.  

2. Undergraduate projects  
One category of undergraduate projects dealt with Textual 
resources: acquisition and exploitation. All projects were 
group projects, 4-5 students each.1  
Lattice of XML annotation standards: the students 
working in this project had to propose a technique to 
transform an XML annotation standard into a node of a 
directed acyclic graph. Details on this project can be 
found in (Cristea and Butnariu, 2004). A node of the 
hierarchy records a set of tag names (XML element tags), 
their corresponding attributes, and possible semantic 
relations between attributes. Any node inherits all features 
of its parents in the hierarchy. A node (standard) A is said 

                                                 
1 The projects are posted (in Romanian) at the following URL: 
http://thor.info.uaic.ro/~dcristea/cursuri/LC/lcproiecte.htm.  

to subsume a node (standard) B in the hierarchy (therefore 
B is a descendent of A) if and only if: 
- any tag-name of A is also in B; 
- any attribute in the list of attributes of a tag-name in 

A is also in the list of attributes of the same tag-name 
of B; 

- any semantic relation which holds in A also holds in 
B; 

- either B has at least one tag-name which is not in A, 
and/or there is at least one tag-name in B such that at 
least one attribute in its list of attributes is not in the 
list of attributes of the homonymous tag-name in A, 
and/or there is at least one semantic relation which 
holds in B and which doesn’t hold in A. 

As such, a hierarchical relation between a node A and one 
descendent B describes B as an annotation standard which 
is more informative than A and/or defines more semantic 
constrains. On a lattice of annotation standards of this 
kind and a collection of documents annotated 
corresponding to these standards, all having the same hub 
document (original empty-annotation document), a set of 
operations could be defined. By proper definitions or by 
classifying a set of documents obeying different 
standards, a hierarchy can be build. Then, on such a 
hierarchy and a corresponding collection of documents, 
merge and extract operations can be defined. A merge 
operation combines two documents having identical hubs 
and corresponding to two distinct nodes of the hierarchy 
and produces the document containing the union of the 
annotation tags of the two original documents and the 
corresponding standard in the hierarchy. The resulted 
standard will then be placed in the hierarchy as a common 
daughter of the original document standards. An extract 
applies the reverse operation, extracting from a document, 
which corresponds to a certain node in the hierarchy, a 
document conforming to one of the node’s ascendants in 
the hierarchy. Concurrent-checks could also be defined. 
Two annotations are called concurrent if they intend to 
represent the same linguistic phenomenon from different 
perspectives, therefore possibly resulting in different 
solutions. Viewed within the frame of the hierarchical 
graph representation, concurrent documents cannot be 
merged in a single file and its corresponding standard for 
the reason that the resultant annotation would contain 
crossing markings.  
The project, realized in Java-DOM, intended to train 
student’s abilities to model and realize complex 
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applications dealing with annotation standards. More than 
a didactic benefit, the resulted tool proved to be already 
extremely useful for the corpora-driven research 
developed in our NLP laboratory.  
Semantic structures for automatic translation. A large 
project aimed at training students on techniques of 
automatic translation. 10 groups of students, 4 members 
each, received the George Orwell’s “1984” English-
Romanian aligned parallel corpus, initially tagged in both 
languages to part-of-speech. Students had to recognize 
senses of words and to annotate these senses conforming 
to two aligned lexical thesaurus, the English WordNet 
(Fellbaum, 1998), as part of the EuroWordNet project 
(Vossen, 1997), and the Romanian WordNet (RoWN) 
(Tufis and Cristea, 2002), as part of the BalkaNet project 
(Tufis, Cristea and Stamou, 2004), and to build parallel 
semantic frames of translation-equivalent verbs. More 
precisely, their task was:  
- to find all verb occurrences in English and to sort 

them in the descending order of their frequency; 
- among the most frequent verbs, each group had to 

choose 10 English verbs and to select from the 
parallel corpus all the language-pair segments of 
occurrences; 

- they had to annotate the occurrences of these verbs, 
in both English and Romanian, to senses (Inter 
Lingual Index codes), according to EuroWordNet and 
RoWN; 

- then subcategorisation constituents of verbs had to be 
annotated: their syntactic role, the head word, and the 
sense of the head word – using also the EuroWordNet 
ILI codes; 

- then, students had to select all occurrences in which a 
verb was considered to have the same sense and to 
generalize a semantic frame out of the set of 
constituents found around it. For a given constituent, 
say the direct object role, the generalization had to be 
the lowest concept in the wordnet hierarchy 
subsuming all senses of head words found on the role 
of direct object in the selected examples. If no 
generalization of this kind could be found, due to the 
fact that, for each part-of-speech, wordnet contains a 
collection of graphs, not just one, the union of the 
lowest computed role-concepts was computed;  

- the final goal was to report a collection of English-
Romanian frames around verbs that have given rise to 
parallel translations, which could be considered the 
kernel of a semantic transfer grammar.  

Although the results were rather unequal, from 
spectacularly good to poor, overall the project was 
successful, since after finishing it most students had a 
very clear sense of the advantages of using annotated 
corpora in NLP, and they learned the technology to obtain 
annotated corpora and to exploit them. Moreover, the best 
rated projects have thrown the seeds for furthers master-
level research.  
Acquisition of a corpus of Romanian texts. All students 
had to find on the Web, collect and annotate conforming 
to the PAROLE schema (Villegas et al., 2000) (document 
header and paragraph level annotation) a corpus of 
Romanian texts summing one million words. One group 
was responsible to build an interface aiming to facilitate 
the uploading of individual corpora, the validation of the 
PAROLE headings and the filtering of uploads, in order to 
allow only PAROLE-conformant new texts. The 

uploading site is 
http://www3.infoiasi.ro/~toni/lingvistica/index.php. 
Although being perceived as tedious by most students, 
excepting by those who had to build the uploading and 
filtering interface, the theme raised the interest for a 
concentrated web search group activity that can result in 
the acquisition of a consistent linguistic resource, 
extremely useful for NLP research.  

3. Postgraduate projects 
The following series of projects were given to master 
students in Computational Linguistics, first and second 
year.  
Assembling parts of a wordnet. The project dealt with 
the Romanian wordnet, part of the BalkaNet multilingual 
wordnet, using PWN as an inter-lingual index. After a 
detailed presentation of the Princeton WordNet (PWN) 
and of the multilingual architecture of the BalkaNet 
project, the students were trained in using the WNBuilder 
acquisition tool. WNBuilder (Tufis&Barbu, 2004) is a 
user-friendly interface integrating various language 
resources for Romanian and English (Explanatory 
Dictionary, Dictionary of Synonyms, Princeton WordNet, 
Romanian-English translation dictionary) and allowing 
for collaborative work in synsets definition and their 
linking to the counterpart synsets in PWN. Each student 
had to construct for every synset in distinct sets of English 
synsets extracted from PWN the corresponding Romanian 
synsets. Building a synset assumed identifying a 
synonymy list from the Romanian Dictionary of 
Synonyms (RDS), assigning sense numbers to each literal, 
based on the numbering of senses in the Explanatory 
Dictionary of Romanian (EDR), choosing from EDR the 
most adequate definition for the synset and finally 
establishing the interlingual relation with the starting 
point synset from PWN. There are various interlingual 
relations as defined in EuroWordNet (Vossen, 1997): EQ-
SYN, EQ-HYPERONYM, EQ-HYPERONYM, EQ-
MERO, EQ-HOLO. The students had to overcome (and 
explain their solutions) different difficulties arising from: 
different granularities of the underlying dictionaries, 
PWN and RDS&EDR, lexical gaps, missing senses in 
EDR, splitting conjunctive definitions, etc.  
A special tool WNCorrect (Tufis&Barbu, 2004) was used 
to evaluate and correct each student’s synsets. The 
evaluation tool provided detailed reports on the syntactic 
and semantic errors that allowed an objective assessment 
of each student’s work. 
Sense disambiguation. To further refine the students 
understanding of lexical semantics issues, in a second task 
they were engaged in a word-sense disambiguation 
exercise. Each student was given a set of English 
sentences containing several occurrences of different 
target words. The students had to semantically 
disambiguate all the targeted words by choosing the sense 
numbers from PWN. The context for sense 
disambiguation exercise was defined by the sentence 
containing the targeted word. Additionally, each student 
had the possibility to add comments whenever in doubts 
on the appropriate sense assignment. The comments 
indicated, among other thing, insufficient context and too 
fine-grained sense distinctions.  
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The set of English targeted words were extracted from the 
parallel corpus “1984” so that all their senses (at least two 
per part-of-speech) defined in PWN were also 
implemented (and interlingually aligned) in the RoWN. 
There resulted 211 words with 1832 occurrences. An 
extraction script generated, for each student a set of 
sentences containing occurrences of the targeted words. 
The extraction process ensured that the same sentence was 
in at least three student-sets. Therefore, in the end, each 
occurrence of a targeted word was sense disambiguated 
by at least three students. The same-targeted words were 
automatically disambiguated by the WSDtool system 
(Tufis et al. 2004a; Tufis, Ion and Ide, 2004b). WSDtool 
exploits the multilingual wordnets in BalkaNet (in this 
case the pair RoWN&PWN) and build on the TREQ-AL 
word-alignment program (Tufis, Barbu and Ion, 2003). 
The previous evaluation of the WSDtool performance on 
the same data has shown high accuracy (>85%) and as a 
result of that evaluation, we were able to construct a gold 
standard against which the students’ assignments were 
evaluated.  
The evaluation files contained detailed information for 
each occurrence of the targeted word: 
- the name of the student that evaluated the occurrence 

and the sense he/she assigned; 
- the comments the student had on the sense 

assignment in case; 
- the sense in the gold standard; 
- a majority-voting sense number as resulted from the 

students’ sense assignments. 
Speech processing. A second category of master student 
projects exploited speech data in correlation with the 
course Speech Processing (Analysis, Recognition, and 
Synthesis). The goal of this project was multifold: 

 
- to help student better understand speech signal 

processing, and more broadly, speech technology; 
- to help student better understand the meaning of the 

prosody and its characteristics; 
- to help students understand speech production; 
- to help students understand inter-speakers and intra-

speaker speech variability; 
- to help students master the technical tools to analyze 

voice signals; 
- to help students understand formantic and 

concatenative synthesis, their principles, their relative 
advantages and their disadvantages; 

- to train students in acquiring small collections of 
speech data. 

We believe that all these goals structure the knowledge 
needed to build sound speech corpora. 
We have an experience of two years of teaching this 
course. It is important to say that the class has been, 
during both years, quite heterogeneous. Classes included 
about 50% students with a background in linguistics, 
about 25 % students who graduated computer science 
(informatics) and the rest of about 25% of the students 
with other background studies (including such varied 
studies as philosophy). 
Figure 1 illustrates some results obtained by a student. A 
special emphasis has been put on hands on work by 
students in the laboratory and during their supervised 
work for a mini-project. The mini-project has been 
tailored to encompass a large section of the theory 
covered in the class. Namely, the project asked students to 
fulfill the following steps: 

Figure 1: Example of sonogram of a phrase, annotated at the sentence, word and phoneme levels in a student 
project. The red curve represents the trajectory of the pitch and is used to determine intonation (prosody). 
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1. make several recordings with their own voice for 
spelled with various intonations, and under 
various experimental conditions; 

2. perform basic analysis of the uttered vowels, 
words and phrases: Fourier spectra, sonograms, 
guessing the formant traces and determining the 
pitch evolution; 

3. draw the “vowel triangle”; 
4. view the waveforms and determine their basic 

properties (amplitude, number of zero-crossings, 
periodicity, period); 

5. study the stationarity/unstationarity aspects in the 
waveform; 

6. study the influence the recording conditions have 
on the waveform and on the spectrograms, 
chiefly on the amplitude envelope, pitch and 
formants; 

7. segment propositions, words, syllables, and 
phonemes; 

8. annotate the spectrograms for the above; 
9. perform a basic statistical analysis of the formant 

frequencies for vowels; 
10. synthesize – using a Klatt voice synthesizer 

(Jitca et al., 2002) – the vowels and assess their 
quality. 

Moreover, comments on the formants and the 
corresponding time series have been required for higher 
grades. The results of their activities had to be saved in 
speech files annotated with information that indicates 
words, syllables and phonemes boundaries.  

4. Conclusions 
The project on XML standards resulted in the 
development of a handily and very useful interface to 
exploit the richly XML-based annotated corpora. We 
intend to apply the methodology of hierarchical 
organisation of standards, developed as part of the project, 
and the resulted interface to further class projects in CL 
and to the development of our own resources, (mainly 
acquired by master students in CL).  
Many students did not interpret the semantic structures 
project as an easy-to-do one. Most of the groups 
accomplished the sense annotations of verbs, but fewer 
realized also the sense annotation of constituents. Only 
two groups accomplished all tasks on the specification 
list, realizing the sense generalization programs and 
assembling the parallel frames.  
Although initially we had no great expectations with 
respect to the outcomes of the corpora acquisition 
individual tasks, the initiative resulted in the acquisition 
of an opportunistic corpus of about 82 million Romanian 
words. This will be integrated into the resources for 
Romanian language as part of the activity of the 
Consortium for the Informatization of the Romanian 
Language (http://consilr.info.uaic.ro/~pic/).  
At the time of this writing, we haven’t finished yet to 
analyse the output of the project on Wordnet and sense 
disambiguation, but the results will be soon available on 
the Internet. The findings of this investigation will be 
discussed during the workshop.   
The project in speech technology offered students the 
opportunity to grasp the knowledge and skills needed in 
building spoken language corpora. Most students have 
shown a great interest in the project, after they have 

completed about 25-40% of it. However, the starting work 
has been painful for some of them, because of their 
limited knowledge in one or several fields that the project 
involves (signal processing theory, phonetics, basic 
human physiology, or statistical analysis and pattern 
analysis). The best students were encouraged to continue 
this class project as research projects. One of them 
successfully contributed, as an assistant research team 
member, in a research based on a national grant. Others 
have had small contributions to the analysis of a 
phonologic thesaurus (created by the Romanian 
Academy) and have become familiar with the generation 
of linguistic atlases for the Romanian language. It should 
be emphasized that such studies are also continued at the 
doctoral level, and aim to deal with more intricate 
subjects, such as the nonlinear speech analysis (Rodriguez 
et al., 2000; Grigoraş, Teodorescu and Apopei, 1998) 
starting from deeply annotated speech corpora.  
Overall, the projects raised the students’ interest for 
corpus-based applications related to NLP. Many of the 
projects, perceived by students as rather complex, were 
intended also to challenge students for research activities. 
For instance the two teams that performed the best the 
semantic structures for translation, who have reached the 
expected final level, reported that the project overtook in 
complexity any of the projects they had to accomplish 
over the university years, but also helped them to 
understand more intimately the methodology of a real 
linguistic research activity. We believe that terminal year 
undergraduate students and master students, faced to 
activities of high degree of complexity, could be 
stimulated to join real research projects at master or 
doctoral level.  
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Abstract:
Language Resources (LR) are a main component of any natural language processing system. Features like linguistic coverage,
language coverage, adaptability can influence considerably the quality of the system in which they are embedded. Therefore their
design and development is always an elaborated process requiring a lot of time and human resources. An alternative solution is the
reuse of existing resources, under the constraints that they fulfill several criteria that we describe below. The present paper aims to
offer a kind of checklist, whenever arises the dilemma “creation versus reuse” of linguistic resources. Special attention is paid to LR
for  “toy” systems, i.e. systems to be developed in the educational process.

1. Introduction
During the lat 10 years a large amount of Language
Resources (mono and multilingual lexicons, annotated
corpora, speech databases) were developed very often
according to the particular requirements of the
application, or the specific language(s) involved.
Although the development process is extremely time
consuming and requires specialized linguistic knowledge
many of these resources are not reusable, or their
transformation would require the same effort as the
designing of a new one.  In this context the development
of standards appeared as an urgent priority to the scientific
community.  The problem is of particular importance in
Europe due to the multitude of used official languages
(and the number will increase in the near future).  Several
European projects as EAGLES (EAGLES, 1996), ISLE
( C a l z o l a r i & a l . ,  2 0 0 1 ) ,  T E L R I
(http://www.telri.bham.ac.uk/)  had as goal  the
development of  standards for language resources, and as
consequence a new question was triggered: when to reuse
and when to create new resources.

In this paper we will neither describe existing
standards nor discuss their usability for adaptation of old
language resources. However considerations about the
latter point can be found in  (Vertan & von Hahn, 2002).

The present paper concentrates on the use of language
resources for teaching purposes and summarizes Pros and
Cons to be considered whenever the question “Reuse or
creation” arises. It is the result of several years of teaching
experience of the author as well as of round discussions at
recent events dealing with Computational Linguistics
(CL) and Natural Language Processing (NLP) in the
educational process.

2. The place of CL and NLP in curricula
Although CL and NLP are used very often as synonyms
we will use them here with different meanings:
- Computational Linguistics (CL) is a discipline
(like Computational Geometry or Computational Biology)
which deals mainly with the study of the language with
the help of computers.  The computer applications are
seen as helpful tools in proofing or exploring a linguistic
theory.

- Natural Language Processing (NLP) aims on
providing automatic tools (machine translation, text
summarization, information extraction) partially with the
help of linguistic theories. In the last years, NLP is more
and more identified with HLT (Human Language
Technology) as it borrowed methods from other fields
(mainly mathematics and statistics)

There is no strict delimitation between CL and
NLP, on one hand because linguistic phenomena’s  (e.g.
co-occurrences) can be easily with statistical corpus-based
approaches, on the other side because many of the CL-
tools are used in NLP applications.

Although for research this delimitation is not of
crucial importance, in the educational process it describes
somehow the target group of students, and implicitly their
skills i.e.:
- CL is taught mainly to students in linguistics. They have
to understand the general principles of computer
programs, and they have to be able to use existent tools
and languages in order to model linguistic phenomena.
But he will not be asked to design or modify internal
processes in the tool (e.g. a student aiming to describe a
HPSG grammar for language X with a certain tool will
have first to understand how to manipulate the tool and
then, how to encode his grammar in the tool’s language,
but he will not write or modify the processes interpreting
this language).
- NLP is mainly a topic for Computer Science students.
They are offered very often a linguistic theory or a
statistical method, which they have to implement. Usually
because of lack of time in acquiring the linguistic
knowledge, the students prefer statistical or empirical
methods.
- There is even a third group of students who have to be
familiarized with CL and NLP : the translators which
make more and more use of CAT  (Computer aided
Translation) Tools.

The most frequent situation is that these three
groups of students are instructed separately, so they
cannot communicate and exchange knowledge. The only
exception are Master studies in CL or NLP where after
some preparatory semesters both linguists and computer
science students have a common knowledge basis.
However, these are quite rare situations and cover a
relative reduced number of students.
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Both NLP and CL tools, even if they used are only for
educational purpose make intensive use of LR’s.  “Reuse
or create” is a frequent question for many instructors. It is
to be mentioned that the workshop in which this paper is
presented is the first one dealing use of LR’s in CL. Until
now the topic was only marginally addressed in the
context of teaching Machine Translation. However these
represent good “lessons to be learned” and will be
summarized in the following section.

3. Case studies of using LR’s in teaching
Machine Translation

It is interesting to look at different approaches of teaching
Machine Translation firstly because this is a typical
subject to be taught (following different methods) to
linguists, computer scientists and translators)  and
secondly because any MT-System is based on at least one
type of  LR (lexicons). Recent approach to MT make also
use of parallel corpora, three-banks, etc.

Three  recent workshops discussed different
approaches of teaching Machine Translation (MT):

- Teaching Machine Translation, satellite
Workshop at MT summit VIII, September 22,
Santiago de Compostella, Spain
- 6th EAMT Workshop “Teaching Machine
Translation, November 14-15, 2002, Manchester, UK
- Teaching Translation Technologies and tools,
satellite Workshop at MT Summit IX, September 27,
2003, New Orleans, USA

Analyzing the presented papers we can summarize the
followings:

1. students in Translation studies simply learn to
use MT-Tools, and to asses how helpful they can
be. (Forcada, 2003), (Gaspari, 2002). In (Yuste,
2002) a survey on trainees in Translation Studies
in Switzerland mentions “Concerning electronic
language resources (LR), only those respondents
(about 3%) that have taken university modules in
computational linguistics or corpus linguistics
knew what corpora are. Yet, they conception
seemed to limit to reference corpora (e.g. British
National Corpus-BNC). There was no or little
indication that they could-without extra training
– get involved in the use, let alone the creation,
of various types of corpora for language work”.

2. there is no unified approach for computer
science students. (Knight, 2003) and (Way,
2003) argue for teaching empirical MT-
approaches (Statistical/example-based), where it
is obvious that existent large corpora have to be
reused. (von Hahn & Vertan , 2002) and (Vertan
& von Hahn, 2003) describe an experiment of
teaching rule-based MT and asking the students
to produce their “toy” LR’s. The main argument
is that in this way the students learn additional
subjects like  XML-like standards, lexicon
development, even if these toy LR’s allow not
very high performances.

3. There is very few material about teaching MT
to computational linguists or simple linguists. It
seems that MT is simply used to illustrate

specific phenomena in different languages. In
this sense the contributions in the current
workshop will contribute with additional
information.

4. “Create or reuse “. Checklist of
possible criteria when designing a
student project

Due to the variety of curricula in which CL or NLP is
included as well as of the type of courses , it is
impossible to offer standard receipts on when to reuse
existent LR’s or when to let the students to create
them themselves.  On the other hand the instructor
should be prepaid to explain to the student’s why one
or other decision was take. This will help the students
further, in their career when they will face partially
the same problem. We present here a checklist of
possible criteria taking this decision.
1. What is the main goal of the course? Should the

students learn to develop LR’s or LR’s are
simply used for another purpose?

2. If the student’s will develop their only LR’s
how much will this affect the performance of the
system to be tested? Example: a ad-hoc
developed Lexicon will never cover the same
vocabulary as one given by LDC (Linguistic
Data Consortium)

3. If the students develop their own LR, and the
performance of the system decrease, which is the
gain; did they learn something additional (for
example: do they learn in other courses XML, or
is this an opportunity to acquire such knowledge,
or what do they learn for aligning corpora)

4. How much time , from the whole duration of
the project will be dedicated to development of
LR’s.?  This is also a matter of how many
students are involved in the project as well as the
composition of the group (if there are mixed
linguists and computer scientists the own
development of LR’s can contribute to a
balanced distribution of work)

5. Is there any in-house or free-available LR for
the involved language(s) and type of application?
In case of a negative answer, the acquisition
depends on several other criteria out of the aim
of the paper here.

6. If there are already developed LR’s available:
how much time will cost the students to adapt
them to their particular needs? Is there any tool
for reading the resource? (This is quite easy with
XML encoded Lr’s for which parsers are already
implemented)

7. How rich is the annotation of such resources? If
it is too reach, and goes beyond of what the
students need for the concrete project, it can
happen that they do not become aware of the
importance of some features; they simply use it
because it was there, but they do not know what
will happen if the respective feature was missing.
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8. How exhaustive is the domain coverage. It is for
example not a very big use to use a parallel
corpora in medicine, for a system in a quite other
domain.

9. Do the annotations correspond to the needs of
the current project? For example from German-
English lexicon, the German part will be only
partially reusable in a German-Romanian
application, simply because the Romanian
morphology impose other differentiations.

10. How many resources exist already for the
language(s) in discussion. Especially for small
languages any contribution is welcome.

5. Conclusions
In this paper we presented an overview of existent
methodologies in introducing LR’s in student projects and
we discussed their role in the educational process. The
checklist in section 4 is far away of being exhaustive but it
is a start point for future discussions in this direction. An
possible idea will be the collection of adequate LR’s for
teaching purposes. In this way the instructor will have all
the time an overview of the available material, and he can
estimate easily which is the best approach for his course.
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Abstract 
This paper offers a reflective account of progress to date on the eCoLoRe project, which stands for ‘Creating Shareable and Renewable 
eContent Localisation Resources’. It is funded under the Leonardo da Vinci programme to deliver Translation Memory resources to 
support a variety of e-learning scenarios. The eCoLoRe is at http://ecolore.leeds.ac.uk. 
 

Introduction 
This project aims to remedy the ‘severe skills shortage’ 
identified in the EC-sponsored SPICE-PREP II report on 
eContent localisation (Nicholas & Lockwood. 2000). 
SPICE was a valuable, motivational complement to 
LETRAC (1999), which had already defined a model 
syllabus for integrating a range of technologies into 
translator training. What was lacking was suitable 
linguistic resources; eCoLoRe is providing these. 
eContent localisation is the translation and cultural 
adaptation for local markets of digital information that is 
published on any Internet platform. This information 
covers business reports, marketing material, research 
literature, technical documentation, public service 
information and software applications. To be efficient, 
eContent localisation relies heavily on specialised 
computer tools requiring intensive training. One widely-
used class of tools is Translation Memories (TMs), which 
store previous translations for re-use when translating 
similar texts (see, for example, LISA 2002). 
SPICE highlights a severe skills shortage for technical 
translators, with European specialists being recruited into 
US organisations. As eContent localisation expands, this 
shortage poses a serious threat. A recent survey by 
industry analysts IDC estimates the eContent localisation 
market worldwide to grow to €11.7 billion by 2005. The 
fastest-growing sub-sector is centered on linguistic tools 
for translation and content management, projected at 
€325.4 million by 2005. The EU and US markets 
represent some 78% of this total, with an expected EU 
turnover of €5.5 billion in 2001-2004. 
Accordingly, SPICE identifies the building of eContent 
localisation expertise as a high-impact priority 
necessitating long-term collaboration with industry. 
eCoLoRe represents a unique collaboration between 
industry stakeholders (SAP and the suppliers of the Déjà 
Vu X TM system), professional associations (ITI - 
Institute of Translation and Interpreting) and BDÜ - 
Bundesverband der Dolmetscher und Übersetzer) and 
university trainers (Saarland and Leeds). 
eCoLoRe strategically targets trainers themselves, in 
academe, professional associations and industry, as well 
as university students and practising translators. Its 
products are being made available via the eCoLoRe 

website, and regular training events will be hosted by the 
professional associations and university partners. 
What trainers lack at present is the resources to create and 
renew authentic materials for translator training suitable 
for use with the ICT tools employed by the leading 
professionals. They also lack a support network for 
sharing materials and examples of best practice with other 
trainers. eCoLoRe aims to remedy all three of these gaps, 
by providing: a repository of shareable materials, a forum 
for the exchange of ideas, and hands-on use of a 
representative computer-assisted translation tool. Despite 
themselves catering for a much larger audience, 
professional associations and individual universities lack 
the capacity to develop large-scale training materials for 
the benefit of their membership and students, especially 
across a wide range of languages. The eCoLoRe 
partnership can deliver such resources, 
The deliverables of the eCoLoRe project can be divided 
into two categories: primary materials, which represent 
raw texts which can be used in localisation exercises. 
They belong to a wide range of text types and are 
presented in a multitude of file formats. The other 
category is that of secondary materials, guidelines 
covering various topics related to the selection of texts 
suitable for localisation, the design and production of 
training materials, as well as an overview of the 
localisation process and the associated tools. 

Description of the primary resources 
A key aspect of eCoLoRe is that it builds on current best 
practice in multilinguality. The primary and secondary 
materials, and the website in which they are embedded, 
provide content in at least 14 languages, covering all the 
official languages of the EU, as well as the languages of 
some new accession states. 
Several criteria were taken into account when designing 
and producing primary resources. The results of a survey 
of current trends and needs of translators conducted 
among ITI and BDÜ members (Höcker 2003) served to 
guide the production of materials that would answer the 
needs of professional translators. Figures 1-3 illustrate, 
respectively, the most frequently translated text types, 
commonly translated file formats, and the usage of TM 
technology. 
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The survey has enabled us to provide trainers and students 
with samples of the most frequently translated text types 
in the most popular file formats. 
 

 

Figure 1: Most frequently translated text types 
 

 

Figure 2: File formats of translation source materials 
 

 

Figure 3: TM use to translate text types (data from the ITI 
and BDÜ survey) 

 
We also investigated the issue of how suitable these text 
types are for localisation using TM tools. Special attention 
was paid to the amount of repetition that occurs both 
within the text to be translated and across related texts. 
We refer to internal or intratextual and external or 
intertextual repetition, respectively. Only in cases where 
this amount is significant is the use of TM tools worth the 
investment of time and money. 

This leads us to introduce the two types of real-life 
localisation tasks translators are faced with. First of all, 
there is the ‘from scratch’ scenario, where there are no 
reference materials – such as previous translated versions 
of the current file – available. Secondly, there is the 
‘reference material’ scenario, where the current file is an 
update of previously translated one(s), for which there 
may be translation memories available. 
The ‘from scratch scenario’ is currently catered for by sets 
of .html files obtained with permission from the EU 
website, and which exist in between 13 and 24 languages, 
aligned on English. 
The remaining primary files are being packaged into 
translation kits which mirror real-life reference material 
scenarios. One such translation kit in, for example, 
Romanian, will include: 
− the source file in English; 
− its translation into Romanian; 
− the resulting translation memory in a non-proprietary 

TMX format; 
− one or more updates of the source file; and 
− a catalogue card. 
The source file is joined by its translation into Romanian, 
which has been produced using the TM software Déjà Vu 
X, which ensures that the layouts of the source and target 
files are the same. 
The resulting translation memory is provided in TMX 
format, which is a standard that allows users to import the 
translation units into the TM software of their choice in 
order to modify and use it in localisation tasks. The big 
difference in terms of accessibility between TMs in 
proprietary and TMX formats is obvious when attempting 
to open them in common text-editing applications such as 
Notepad or WordPad – see Figure 4. 
The related files, essential for update scenarios, ensure 
that the use of TM applications is worthwhile. It is very 
hard to find authentic texts whose amount of intratextual 
repetition would justify the use of TM tools; so much 
more so when aiming to provide materials suitable for 
translator training, which need to be authentic, effective 
and relatively short. Therefore, although some of our 
primary texts have up to 25% intratextual repetition, the 
majority of our translation kits include updated versions of 
the source file, thus raising the degree of intertextual 
repetition to 68%. 
 

 

Figure 4: Viewing a translation memory in TMX format 
vs. one in the proprietary Déjà Vu X format 
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The catalogue card includes important information in the 
target language regarding the name and format of the 
source file, its word count and content, its availability in 
other languages, the text type and function, the existence 
of any related files, suggestions for use and relevant 
additional comments. Users can quickly see if that 
particular translation kit is suitable for their needs. 
In fact, these catalogue cards, apart from being translated 
and thus featuring in the TMX files provided for the two 
languages in question – e.g. EN and RO – offer a first 
glimpse of what the secondary materials delivered by the 
eCoLoRe project aim to do. Their ‘Suggested use’ field is 
designed to assist trainers and students alike, indicating 
ways in which they be effectively exploited in localisation 
exercises. 
The catalogue cards are not the only secondary materials 
translated into all the project languages. Most of the 
website content, including some secondary materials, such 
as the Localisation Process and Tools Overview, has been 
translated, and the TMs made available as additional 
primary materials. 
The ‘from scratch’ translation scenarios which involved 
the project consortium working on the primary materials 
in order to provide effective translation kits in all the 
project languages have also been monitored using an 
online feedback form and the most relevant findings will 
be made public. 

E-learning 
E-learning is defined in broad terms. The UK Department 
for Education and Skills explains that "If someone is 
learning in a way that uses information and 
communications technologies (ICTs), they are e-learning". 
Such broad definitions embrace countless e-learning 
scenarios, including classroom-based teaching, distance 
learning, as well as supplementary uses of electronic 
media. Equally, users of e-learning resources range from 
structured (if sometimes virtual) classes to autonomous 
self-teachers. eCoLoRe attempts to cater for the full 
spectrum of scenarios and users.  
Clearly, whoever is involved and whatever the nature of 
their involvement, e-learning requires materials. In order 
for these to be useful, a means of distribution must be 
provided. Moreover, structures enabling users to discuss 
experiences and contribute knowledge will add value to 
materials. 

The Role of the Website 
The eCoLoRe website (http://ecolore.leeds.ac.uk) is the 
principal means of distributing our materials. Accessibility 
and usability – in terms of multilinguality and 
interoperability, and for people with disabilities – are 
essential. 
Clarity and consistency of presentation help visitors to 
remain oriented and aid navigation. A restricted colour 
palette and plenty of white space help to ensure clarity. 
The separation of form and content, inherent in our XML-
based publishing framework, helps to maintain 
consistency of both.  
In addition to maintaining consistency and clarity, our 
design creates lightweight pages, which translates into 
short download times. The conscious exclusion of 
animation and other multimedia content also means that 
visitors do not need to download plug-ins. 

eCoLoRe aims to implement good practice in multilingual 
web design. In order to cater for the diversity of 
characters, Unicode is used throughout. Client 
identification is not sufficient to indicate language 
preference. A language selection menu appears on every 
page. If a page is not available in the requested language, 
alternatives are offered, based upon current availability. 
Wherever possible, suitable characters are used in 
punctuation, e.g. quotation marks. The separation of style 
from content allows such punctuation to be generated 
automatically according to the needs of the current 
language. Similarly, lists, such as glossaries, can be sorted 
alphabetically when generating output, independently of 
the source-document order. This means that there need be 
no manual intervention to re-arrange translated content. 
It is important that new languages can be added with a 
minimum of fuss. The site has extensible, modular 
architecture. Each language version of a given page of 
content is stored as a separate XML fragment. A wrapper 
file incorporates all language versions. On the one hand, 
new translations can easily be dropped in. On the other, 
we can work on different language versions 
independently, thus simplifying translation and 
maintenance.  
Moreover, a hyperlink to a page always points to the 
wrapper file. An XSLT style sheet appends parameters to 
URLs in the output file and also uses them to extract and 
deliver content in the requested language. Thus language 
preference is isolated from markup. Language preference 
persists from page to page (until changed), without 
dependence on client software or setup. 
In order that techniques used on our site might be 
reproduced, it is important that they conform to 
recognised standards, to which others have access, and 
that financial constraints play no greater part than 
necessary. The use of standard-compliant code and open 
source software to store and present the content, helps us  
realise our intentions. 
Compliance with standards also means that our material 
should be readable by as many different applications on as 
many different operating systems on as many different 
devices as possible. We have taken time to make sure that 
the content of our pages is suitably rendered by a number 
of web browsers. We also invite visitors to offer feedback. 
Our website infrastructure and secondary materials are 
encoded in DocBook XML. Files are transformed upon 
request into HTML4.01, but the XML source is also 
available. This approach helps to maintain compliance and 
interoperability. Moreover, it allows for the generation of 
other end-user formats, such as PDF. 
While we recognise the value of separating style from 
structure, only features of the CSS1 (Cascading Style 
Sheets) standard that are widely supported have been 
used. 
In addition to the techniques and design considerations 
above, we have paid special attention to the needs of 
disabled users. Indeed, aside from legal requirements, this 
approach is likely to improve the accessibility of our 
materials for everyone. 
Firstly, we do not rely on the client to produce dynamic 
content - all generation is done on the server side. 
The simple, tabular layout of our pages is handled 
gracefully by text-only web browsers, such as Lynx. This 
contrasts with the use of frames, which also inhibit search 
engine robots. 
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Additional links are provided to aid navigation in non-
graphical user agents. For example, navigation links, 
which occupy the left-hand side of a page when laid out in 
tabular form, will come above the main content when 
linearized by non-graphical browsers. The inclusion of a 
"jump to content" link means that visitors do not have to 
read (or listen to) the same links every time they move 
from one page to the next. Similarly, alternatives are 
provided to the JavaScript which otherwise handles 
language selection. Lack of JavaScript support does not 
constrain functionality. 
We use relative (and therefore scalable) font sizes, thus 
allowing users to read material in comfort. Graphics are 
labelled to describe their content for those who cannot 
view them. Moreover, the use of graphics is limited. Most 
illustrate certain tools or techniques. These are held in 
separate "examples" files, outside of the normal flow of 
the material. 
Thus far, we have described how the website is optimised 
as a vehicle for storing and distributing resources to our 
users. This is not sufficient to go beyond knowledge 
transfer and facilitate knowledge exchange. 
Once the website has been officially launched, we will set 
up a public email forum to allow our user community to 
share experiences.  
Finally, the extensible architecture of the site allows for 
the easy incorporation of new material as it is given by 
external donors. It is hoped that this will provide a 
growing archive of primary materials from which e-
learners and e-teachers can draw and to which they can 
contribute. 

Description of secondary materials 
It is obvious that using the primary resources described in 
the previous section requires an overall knowledge of the 
localisation process. On the one hand, it cannot be taken 
for granted that target groups, i.e., both self-learners and 
trainers, have already acquired this general knowledge; on 
the other hand, there is hardly any educational material 
available conveying this kind of information. The few 
existing text books mainly focus either on software 
localisation in particular (Esselink 2000, Schmitz & 
Wahle 2000) or on the description of tools rather than 
processes (Bowker 2002, Somers 2003). Moreover, to our 
knowledge, there is no similar educational material in 
European languages other than English and German. 
Furthermore, it is also obvious that a 30-month project 
like eCoLoRe can only offer a limited amount of original 
materials in as many relevant file formats as possible. 
Therefore, another major aim of the project is to enable 
trainers to create their own course materials based on raw 
material obtained from the eCoLoRe website and from 
elsewhere. 
To achieve these aims, eCoLoRe will provide different 
kinds of secondary (or meta-) material along with the 
primary resources. These meta-materials are modular in 
design, allowing trainers and learners to adapt resources to 
suit their needs. The first set of documents, intended for 
self-learners and trainers alike, aims to provide a 
beginner’s introduction to the tools and processes 
involved in the localisation of e-content (Figure 5). 
 

 

Figure 5: A section from the introductory guidelines on 
localisation processes and tools 

 
As well as describing in generic terms the major steps in 
the process, a narrative thread is offered, so that the 
relationships between the various tools and procedures 
become clear. The set constitutes a background motivation 
and source of online reference for e-learners. The 
resources will be available in 18 languages. The XML 
source files will also be available in TMX as additional 
primary resources. The first draft of this set assumed 
knowledge that the intended users of the eCoLoRe 
materials may not all possess. At the ITI Annual 
Conference in September 2003 it became obvious in a 
panel discussion that the level of awareness of TM 
technology among professional translators is still 
surprisingly low. Therefore, materials immediately related 
to the tools and processes involved in e-content 
localisation were subsequently rewritten. Style and 
terminology were simplified and the material was 
compiled as a hypertext resource. This reflects the 
intention that the text should be accessible to a 
heterogeneous audience, i.e., self-learners as well as 
trainers. 
Two other guidelines are intended for trainers rather than 
for students. They provide meta-information on the 
selection and production of further source texts and TMs. 
The guidelines on Selecting Text Material for Education 
in eContent Localisation give an overview of criteria 
trainers need to consider when selecting text material for 
educational scenarios in e-content localisation. The focus 
is on material for translation memory (TM) technology. 
Based on the results presented in (Höcker 2003) and 
(Cross et al. 2002), the document briefly discusses the 
question of domains and text types suited for TM tools 
and takes a look at the different aspects and degrees of 
'textual relatedness' in reference material scenarios. 
Recurrences and similarities between texts play an 
important role when assessing the suitability of texts for 
reference material scenarios. Trainers should therefore be 
aware of the major intertextual parameters that determine 
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the degree of variation between related texts. Finally, the 
document also provides information on the more technical 
aspects of file formats and suggests some simple 
procedures for estimating the suitability of selected text 
material for use with TM tools. 
The second document that is mainly intended for trainers 
is called Guidelines for Using Reference Material to 
Create ‘Related’ Source Texts for Education in eContent 
Localisation. The guidelines describe procedures and 
criteria for creating related source texts (updates, follow-
ups) from existing material. They are designed to help 
trainers adapt source language documents to their special 
needs in cases where no genuine update material is 
available. Introducing real-world reference material 
scenarios into educational environments is fairly difficult, 
because TMs are specialised resources which are usually 
built up by companies, organisations and individual 
translators over the years, i.e., the material is not generally 
accessible to trainers. It is therefore quite likely that often 
all that is available are source language documents and 
their target language equivalents. In these cases, the 
follow-up texts to be used for translation can be created by 
systematically modifying the available material. In order 
to be able to systematically modify a source text for 
demonstrating the matching mechanisms of TM 
applications, it is essential to be aware of the difference 
between those mechanisms and the criteria relevant to 
similarity judgements of human translators. Drawing upon 
a chapter from (Reinke 2004) the guidelines therefore start 
with an outline of a translation-oriented typology of 
similarity for TM tools. Based on this typology further 
chapters offer principled guidance for artificially adapting 
source texts in order to engineer exact and fuzzy matches 
and so achieve the desired training effects by exercising 
the core functionality of a TM application. 

Evaluation framework 
Both primary and secondary materials in eCoLoRe are 
subject to evaluation and feedback by the project 
consortium and end users. Evaluation of primary materials 
at the current stage of the project is carried through by 
project participants (subcontractors), who are engaged in 
translating the sample texts which will be included in 
translation kits made available to the public on the 
eCoLoRe website. Once the first version of the primary 
materials has been made available on the website, end 
users will also be asked to evaluate the usability of the 
material for their respective purposes. Secondary materials 
are currently also being evaluated by all project partners 
(including subcontractors who are translating parts of the 
material into multiple languages). In their final version, 
these documents will be made available to the public on 
the eCoLoRe website, and end users will also be asked for 
feedback. 

Evaluation of primary materials 
The evaluation framework for primary materials is 
presented in a feedback form which, at the moment, is 
accessible for project partners and subcontractors on the 
project website. After the official launch of the website 
the first translation kits will be made available to the 
public and will then also be accompanied by a feedback 
form for end users. Evaluators are asked for information 
on the environment in which the primary material is 

currently being translated, and on the teaching scenarios in 
which this material might be used in future. The sample 
texts to be translated are evaluated on the basis of four 
criteria, which are considered relevant for e-content 
localisation using TM systems: 
− degree of repetition within texts 
− consistency of style 
− consistency of terminology 
− text length 
During the evaluation process, the usability of the text 
material according to these criteria has to be rated in 
connection with different teaching/learning environments: 
− courses for introduction to TM systems (with main 

emphasis on learning the major functionalities of the 
tools) 

− general language translation classes 
− LSP translation classes 
− self-learning situation (learning major functionalities 

of the tools) 
− vocational training courses for professional 

translators 
− other scenarios 
The degree of repetition within texts is regarded as a 
relevant criterion for the selection of texts to be translated 
in a scenario where no TM material coming from previous 
versions of the text or from similar texts is available. It 
uses a quantitative measure of repetition of sentences 
within the text. 
The criterion consistency of style asks whether in the 
sample texts identical or similar content is expressed in 
the same or a similar way within the texts and/or between 
texts coming from the same source and covering the same 
subject. This criterion is in the first place intended to 
measure the number of possible fuzzy matches within and 
between texts, but might also be regarded as a criterion for 
evaluating the usability of technical texts in general, not 
only from the point of view of translation. 
The usability of texts with respect to the term recognition 
feature of TM systems is evaluated by the criterion 
consistency of terminology. Besides measuring the 
usability of the texts for teaching and learning the 
terminology recognition feature, this criterion again also 
considers some general aspects of the quality of technical 
texts. 
In different teaching scenarios the length of the translation 
texts might be an important criterion for assessing their 
usability. Evaluators are asked to rate the length of the 
texts as suitable, too short or too long for the respective 
scenarios. 
Besides these characteristics of the text material, 
evaluation also concerns the material accompanying the 
translation kits. Users are asked to comment on the 
operability and usability of this accompanying material 
(catalogue cards, translation guidelines) for the task of 
translating the texts and for teaching purposes. 

Evaluation of secondary materials 
The feedback forms accompanying the secondary 
materials for evaluation by project partners and 
subcontractors are currently geared towards improving the 
final versions of the materials which will be made 
available on the website. When the materials are available 
to the public, they will be accompanied by feedback forms 
asking for their usability in the different teaching/learning 
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scenarios outlined above. There will be different 
evaluation forms for teachers, who want to use the 
secondary materials in various teaching scenarios, and 
students or other learners, who want to have an 
introduction to tools and methods in localisation of e-
content. 

Evaluation pilot tests 
To obtain first reactions from potential end users, a first 
three-month pilot evaluation of primary materials is being 
carried out. For this purpose, two translation students from 
German universities not involved in eCoLoRe have been 
hired. The two students are not familiar with TM software, 
but are sufficiently computer-literate and computer-
curious. They are typical representatives of the self-
learner target group. However, their university 
background may also enable them to evaluate the didactic 
suitability of the material in various classroom scenarios. 
For the pilot evaluation, 21 English-German ‘translation 
kits’ covering various translation scenarios for different 
file formats have been created from the eCoLoRe primary 
material. Apart from the translation kits, the two students 
have been provided with written instructions describing 
their task, as well as with background material on TM 
tools and the localisation process. Furthermore, they have 
been given individual introductions to the Déjà Vu X TM 
suite. In order to prevent the test from becoming an 
exercise in translation and to put the focus on evaluation, 
German translations of the English source texts to be 
worked on have been added to the translation kits, so that, 
if required, the actual translation task could be reduced to 
copying target language units from the German document 
into the editor of the TM tool. 
Apart from their final assessment, the students are asked 
to deliver monthly interim reports. They have been briefed 
to distinguish as thoroughly as possible between problems 
related to the TM software and issues related to the nature 
and design of the eCoLoRe material. 

Conclusions 
We have presented the rationale for the development of a 
significant multilingual resource designed to support the 
training of translators in the use of translation memory 
applications. The primary resources consist of source texts 
representing a range of text types and in a variety of file 
formats, also delivered in the form of (aligned) translation 
memories in the generic TMX format. In many cases, they 
are accompanied by related texts displaying a high degree 
of repetition with respect to the TMs and thus enabling the 
enactment of real-world scenarios where updated or 
follow-up documents are translated. These materials are 
freely downloadable from the project website. 
To further support e-learning activities, the website also 
offers, in 14 languages, illustrated textual materials 
explaining the principles and processes of e-content 
localisation. Other secondary materials aim to guide 
trainers in selecting and adapting suitable texts in order to 
create further resources. The materials in preparation and 
the whole development process are currently being 
evaluated. 
The website will provide a forum for end users and solicit 
ongoing feedback on the usefulness of the materials. End 
users are invited to contribute descriptions of how they 

have incorporated these and other materials into e-learning 
scenarios, to serve as possible models for others. 
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Abstract 
This paper describes the language resources used in the project Larflast1 and their role in the Web-based prototype STyLE (Scientific 
Terminology Learning Environment) which supports adaptive learning of English financial terminology with a target group of adults, 
non-native speakers with intermediate level of English proficiency. Larflast attempts to improve the language learning process by 
intelligent integration of advanced natural language technologies (deep semantic analysis of free utterances and personalised 
information retrieval) into a single coherent system. The learning environment STyLE is implemented as a self-tuition workbench 
which offers a number of drills testing learner's comprehension of financial terminology and assessing his/her knowledge. User 
evaluation showed the positive and negative features of our approach in general and STyLE in particular. The conclusion is that 
language technologies have a long way to go, until they find the proper wrappings for integration of advanced applications and the 
necessary resources into useful systems. 
 

1 Learning Foreign Language Scientific Terminology, a Copernicus'98 Joint Research Project, funded by the European Commission in 
1998-2001, with partners CBLU Leeds, UK; UMIST Manchester, UK; LIRM Montpellier, France; Academy of Sciences, 
Romania; Simferopol University, Ukrain; Sofia University and Virtech Ltd., Bulgaria. 

1. Introduction 
Computer-Aided Language Learning (CALL) is a hot area 
of research but no universal solutions are attained so far 
regarding the most desired features like learner-system 
communication in Natural Language (NL) and adequate 
processing of learner’s language errors. The market 
applications of CALL systems are often perceived by 
learners and teachers as dumb and inflexible, which is 
demotivating for the learner and restricts the independent 
use of CALL systems considerably (Murphy & McTear, 
1997). However, supporting free NL input requires 
integration of sophisticated techniques for semantic 
analysis, esp. parsing and checking the semantic 
correctness of the learners’ answers. A number of 
prototypes try to support (almost free) NL input but “so 
few of these systems have passed the concept 
demonstration phase” (Holland & Kaplan & Sams, 1995). 
The early prototypes in the classical collection (Holland & 
Kaplan & Sams, 1995) contain mostly modules for 
checking students' competence in vocabulary, 
morphology, and correct syntax usage (parsers). The most 
sophisticated semantic analysis is embedded in 
BRIDGE/MILT which matches the learner’s utterance (a 
lexical conceptual structure) against the prestored 
expected lexical conceptual structures in a dialog based on 
question-answering scenario (Dorr et all, 1995). The 
authors point out that the syntactic and semantic 
correctness of the student utterances have to be checked as 
well as the appropriateness of the answer at the given 
dialog point (therefore matching to expectations is a good 
solution). More recent systems like CASTLE in 
(RECALL 1997) and SLALOM (McCoy et all. 1996) still 
focus on spelling, morphological, and syntactic errors. 
Another example is CIRCSIM-Tutor (Glass, 2000) which 
expects quite short answers, permissively extracts 
whatever is needed and ignores the rest. Recent systems 

rely on (spoken) dialog, partial and/or incremental 
analysis, and combine rule-based and data-driven 
approaches (see e.g. (VanLehn et all 2002) and (Rose et 
all, 2002)) without much progress in checking the 
correctness and the appropriateness of the learners’ 
utterances. To conclude, the present CALL solutions 
especially for semantic analysis are far from being perfect. 
 
This paper presents the language resources in STyLE 
where, most generally, semantic analysis is systematically 
approached and personalised Information Retrieval (IR) is 
dynamically tuned to the content of the learner model. 
STyLE integrates formal semantic techniques for 
maintaining student input as free text. Up to our 
knowledge, STyLE is the only system that attempts 
proving the appropriateness of the learner utterance in real 
time, based on predefined minimal and maximal expected 
answer. Focusing on domain knowledge we invested 
much effort in the acquisition on the conceptual resources 
which were encoded as conceptual graphs (Sowa, 1984). 
STyLE is a coherent environment where the student 
accomplishes three basic tasks:  

(i) reading teaching materials, 
(ii) performing test drills and  
(iii) discussing her own learner model with the 

system. 
An initial user study (Vitanova, 1999) investigated how 
erroneous answers appear in terminology learning. Errors 
are usually caused by the following reasons: 

• Language errors (spelling, morphology, syntax); 
• Question misunderstanding which causes wrong 

answer; 
• Correct question understanding, but absent 

knowledge of the correct term, which implies 
usage of paraphrases and generalisation instead of 
the expected answer; 
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• Correct question understanding, but absent 
domain knowledge, which implies specialisation, 
partially correct answers, incomplete answers and 
wrong answers. 

This classification influenced considerably the design of 
the knowledge-based tutoring environment STyLE which 
assists non-native English speakers in English 
terminology learning. More details about STyLE 
components, functionality, architecture, and 
implementation are given in (Angelova et all, 2002). 
 
The paper describes only the resources and technologies 
developed by the Bulgarian team in Larflast and is 
structured as follows. Sections 2, 3 and 4 discuss the three 
kinds of language resources in STyLE and give hints 
about their role in the learning process, their volume and 
the relevant technologies using the resources. Section 5 
presents the evaluation results and the conclusion. 

2. Terminology as a Conceptual Resource 
The learning environment STyLE contains terminology 
organised as a conceptual hierarchy linked to the lexicon. 
We consider the distinction between the conceptual and 
the lexical resources as very important, since it imposes 
differences in the internal representation, the techniques 
providing the internal processing and the role of the two 
resources in the learning process. There are two important 
requirements imposed on the conceptual representation: 
firstly, it should be clear and intuitive enough to be shown 
to the learner with pedagogical purposes and should allow 
for simple graphical visualisation and secondly, it should 
be sofisticated enough to serve as an input to the natural 
language understanding component, providing the 
semantic analysis of the learner's answers. Acquiring the 
domain knowledge in this project was an effort-
consuming manual activity which required proper goal-
oriented combination of middle and upper models from 
well-known knowledge resources like CyC, WordNet, 
MikroKosmos, Sensus etc. We show that in a practically 
situated task-dependent paradigm, most ontological choi-
ces like granularity of concept types, choice of conceptual 
relations, engineering of the explicit and implicit 
hierarchy, etc. are influenced by the task requirements. 

Ontological Choices for Acquisition of the Type 
Hierarchy 
Looking for more universal principles and solutions, 
knowledge acquisition aims at the elaboration of a 
knowledge base fitting to the specific project goals. We 
consider the choices described below as task-dependent 
because there might be other ways to model the same 
domain. Acquiring the domain model, we try to answer 
questions like: which concepts, relations and facts are 
important for the STyLE learner? as well as how should 
knowledge be encoded in order to better satisfy the 
specific project requirements? 

One of the reasons to support explicitly a type hierarchy is 
that some fragments of the domain knowledge are shown 
to the learner (visualised as domain facts) when student's 
misconceptions are detected. This means that the student 
observes almost directly the internal structure of the 
knowledge base. Because of this project-specific aspect, 
we partition the types in the ontology according to the 

features which seem to imply the most important 
characterstics and differentiation to be communicated to 
the learner (a foreigner who studies English financial 
terms). So we omit types that are considered insignificant 
to the student. Let us consider Fig. 1 which presents a 
fragment of the type hierarchy for SECURITY. Another 
possible classification for SECURITies can be built with 
respect to the issuing authority. But we consider the 
distinction BOND-STOCK as the central one to be taught 
to our learners and therefore ISSUING_AUTHORITY is 
connected to SECURITY as a feature of the concept. 
 
We choose label-terms whenever possible. Most financial 
terms are noun phrases (NPs) containing more than one 
word. All concept types in Fig. 1 are real terms in 
financial dictionaries, which are to be considered in the 
terminology learning course (but there are also some 
labels, such as PRODUCT_OF_FINANCIAL_MARKET, 
that are not real-life terms). It might be misleading to 
arbitrarily synthesize “dummy labels” for providing a 
more ordered ontology, because the visualisation to the 
learner might give rise of wrong impressions and 
misconceptions about external collocations of financial 
terms. So, we prefer to synthesize somewhat explanatory 
dummy labels (phrases like ISSUED_BY_A_COMPANY 
instead of COMPANY_SECURITY). To summarise, in 
the hierarchy we place either label terms, or explanatory 
dummy labels. 

Encoding Different Kinds of Partitions in One 
Hierarchy 
There are many ways to partition a domain, at least 
because of the different goals and the numerous possible 
view-points that might exist. The compact hierarchy in 
Fig. 1 encodes several kinds of partitions in one lattice, by 
assigning one isa_kind clause per partition. We use a 
predicate isa_kind/4 (see examples in Fig. 1): 

isa_kind(PartitionedType, [Subtype(s)], 
[PartitionKind(s)], ‘PartitionName’). 

The fourth argument of isa_kind is a text string to be 
shown when displaying the “legend” of the partition color 
to the learner. A visualisation fragment is given in Fig. 2 
which uses the interface of the knowledge acquisition tool 
in Larflast (Dobrev&Toutanova, 2000) Focusing on a 
single concept, graphical representation of different 
classification perspectives with different colors is shown 
as a simple and natural way for system-learner 
communication. 
 
In the LARFLAST project, we considered the ontological 
perspectives of natural and role partitions. Natural 
subconcepts are classified according to unchangeable 
features while roles are distinguished according to 
temporary features. For instance, in the world of finances, 
one DEALER can be a BULL and/or a BEAR for 
different clients, so the classification DEALER is BULL 
and/or BEAR is a role partition. We mix all partitions into 
one hierarchy, as shown in Fig.1, and distinguish them 
only by the corresponding isa_kind predicate. In a similar 
way, we mix the disjoint/joint partitions and the 
exhaustive/non-exhaustive partitions in the same 
hierarchy. The default partition in Fig. 1 is a joint and 
unexhaustive classification into natural types.
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Figure 1. Ontology of terminological units and isa_kind perspectives. 

 

Figure 2. Visualisation of the ontology. Perspectives are marked by colors. Clicking on a type shows its partitions. 
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Our present knowledge acquisition experience shows that 
there are no simple choices in the extremely complex 
domain of finances. One needs mixed perspectives in the 
internal complicated hierarchy. However, the learner is 
shown a simplified and partial view to a small sub-
hierarchy, which is relevant to the subject discussed at the 
current pedagogical situation. 

Granularity of concepts and conceptual relations 
STyLE integrates PARASITE as a drill-checking machine 
which means that the NL semantics is treated 
compositionally, word by word, with basic granularity of 
meanings as defined by word senses. Thus we need a 
formal technique for shifting the conceptual granularity, to 
assure that the domain semantics of “complex” objects is 
translated correctly to “one-word” meaning postulates. 
The shifting technique we use is implemented by 
ontological operations like type expansion and type 
contraction (Sowa, 1984). For instance, the type relation 
ISSUED_BY is defined as follows (the next proposition is 
called type definition): 

relation ISSUED_BY(x,y) is 
[ISSUE] -> (AGNT) -> [ISSUING_AUTHORITY: y]

-> (THEME) -> [SECURITY: x]
In this way we obtain facts with suitable “cascade” 
granularity: one encoding to be shown to the learner, for 
instance when visualise ISSUED_BY in the fact 

[BOND]-> (ISSUED_BY)-> [COMPANY] 
and another encoding with the corresponding word-by-
word granularity, provided by type expansion (which 
corresponds to the granularity of the meaning postulates. 
The careful ontological elaboration at such a depth required 
much time-consuming efforts of knowledge engineers, 
language teaching experts and domain experts. 

Role of the terminological grid 
STyLE prototype uses about 300 English terms in 
financial markets, organised in a lattice built according to 
the different perspectives of the is-a relation (hyponyms, 
hyperonyms). The terminological hierarchy is the resource 
supporting the adaptive navigation through the 
pedagogical material, while the pedagogical agent plans 
learner's moves by suggestions for performing drills or 
further readings in case of wrong and incomplete answers 
and necessity to acquire more knowledge on a certain 
topic. Terms as words are the topics to be thought and 
they are searched in the repository of relevant texts from 
Internet, which become suggested readings if the filtering 
procedures decide so. Terms as conceptual labels 
participate as well in the Learner Model, where 
indications about the student performances to all drills are 
kept (after performing drills, indications like know,
not_know, and know_wrongly are stored for every user 
and every term, for details see (Angelova et all., 2002)). 

3. Resources encoding lexical semantics 
STyLE integrates the system Parasite (developed in 
UMIST by Allan Ramsay, see (Ramsay&Seville, 2000)). 
In this section we discuss briefly the lexicon entries, 
which describe the terms as words, and the meaning 
postulates which define the lexical semantics of the terms 
(as we said, we distinguish between the conceptual and 
lexical semantics). Other linguistic resources like English 
grammar rules are integrated in Parasite as well, to 

provide the syntax and semantic analysis, but we do not 
consider them here. 
 
The lexicon entries are defined in Prolog clauses and 
terms are entered there as nouns, verbs and adjectives to 
describe their morphological features. In fact, as STyLE is 
implemented in Prolog, the coincidences of the labels 
provide the links between the concepts in the type 
hierarchy and the words in the lexicon entries. We are 
interested here in the meaning postulates which are 
encoded manually and define the lexical semantics of the 
general lexica and the terms in the closed world of the 
project. Let us consider first several simple examples of 
meaning postulates for common words expressing facts 
that apples are fruits (but also have the role of food) and 
all birds fly:

lexicalMP(forall(X, apple(X) => (X is fruit) & soft(X))  ). 
 
lexicalMP(criterial(lambda(X, apple(X)), lambda(Y,food(Y)))  ). 
 
lexicalMP(forall(X :: {bird(X)}, fly(X))  ). 
 
Further examples of meaning postulates show the way we 
define the semantics of financial terms, for instance 
 
lexicalMP(forall(P1:: {bank(P1)}, (P1 is institutions))  ). 
 
lexicalMP( 
forall(X::{budget(X)},  
 plan(X) & financial(X) & 
 exists(Y::{summarize(Y)},  
 exists(I::{income(I)}, theta(Y,$object,I) & 
 exists(E::{expenditure(E)}, theta(Y,$object,E) & 
 exists(T::{period(T)}, theta(Y, $over, T))))))   ). 
 
lexicalMP( 
forall(X::{capacity(X)},  
 maximum(X) & 
 exists(Y::{produce(Y)},  
 exists(Z::{firm(Z)}, theta(Y,$agent,Z) & 
 forall(U::{unit(U)}, theta(Y,$object,U) & count(U,X)))))  ). 
 
lexicalMP( 
forall(P1:: {company(P1)}, (P1 is institutions))  ). 
 
lexicalMP( 
forall(X::{expenditure(X)},  
 money(X) & 
 exists(Y::{spend(Y)}, theta(Y,$object,X)))  ). 
 
lexicalMP( 
forall(X :: {export(X)},  
 (good(X) or service(X))  
 & exists(Y :: {sell(Y)}, theta(Y,object,X)  
 & exists(Z :: {theta(Y, agent,Z)},   
 exists(ZC :: {country(ZC)}, location(Z, ZC)  
 & exists(T::{buyer(T)}, theta(Y,$to,T)  
 & exists(TC::{country(TC)},  
 location(T, TC)  
 & not(ZC = TC)  
 & forall(D :: {to(X, D) & country(D)}, 
 TC = D)))))))  ). 
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Please note that the meaning postulates impose a hidden 
hierarchy of lexical meanings which however is different 
from the conceptual hierarchy as the latter reflects all 
perspectives interesting for the learners and assigns labels 
to these perspectives, to provide multiple inheritance 
along the different lattice branches. No doubt the two 
lattices – the ontological and the lexical one - are similar 
at an abstract level, in the sense that they contain the same 
information, as the conceptual partition features can be 
alternatively encoded as attributes of the words in the 
lexical hierarchy. In our case, however, we included more 
knowledge in the ontology as we preferred to use the 
visualisation utilities elaborated especially for the project, 
and thus to show to the learner more information in 
graphical format. 
 
STyLE contains about 150 logical expressions which are 
either distributed with the Parasite system or developed in 
Larflast. They describe the semantics of words expected in 
the utterances, which answer to especially designed drills 
where the student is allowed to write down free text. 
Every free text input is first processed by the system 
Parasite which checks the syntax and the semantic 
correctness of the learner's free text input. After a logical 
form is produced – which happens for linguistically 
correct utterances only – an additional prover called 
STyLE-Parasite checks whether the logical form of the 
answer is “between” the logical forms of the predefined 
minimal and maximal expected answers for the current 
drill (Angelova et all, 2002). The comprehensive 
diagnostics allows to recognise cases like answer 
generalisation, answer specialisation, paraphrases using 
the concept definition, incomplete answer, partically 
correct and wrong answer. This sophisticated tool makes 
STyLE a very powerful environment (from formal 
linguistic perspective), which goes very deeply into the 
semantic processing compared to other systems. Fig. 3 
illustrates the diagnostics options. 
 

1. correct answer 2.
a) incomplete answer
b) specialisation
c) paraphrase using the concept definition

3.
a) partially correct answer
b) generalisation

4. partially correct answer

5. wrong answer

Legend: Answer logical form

Kernel - Minimal correct

Cover - Maximal correct

6. wrong answer

7. partially correct answer 8. wrong answer

 

Figure 3. Diagnostics of conceptual errors 
 

4. Collection of free texts 
Trying to dynamically retrieve documents from widely-
known financial sites, STyLE uses advanced filtering to 
determine the most relevant documents to be 
recommended as “suggested readings” in a particular 
learning situation. In this way STyLE can enlarge and 
continuously update its text archive. Agents - Web spiders 
search and deliver texts that correspond to some list of 
given keywords (the terminology covered by the prototype 
STyLE). These documents are stored on system’s servers 
and periodically updated by newer documents with higher 
relevance scores. The filtering process is off-line 
performed by an original implementation of Latent 
Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Landauer et all, 1998; 
Deerwester et all, 1990)). It analyses all texts collected 
from the Web and generates a relevance measure for each 
text with respect to each of the terms in question. Only the 
documents whose proximity is higher than some threshold 
are kept and the others are discarded. Complex terms 
(consisting of more than one word) are placed as one term 
in the LSA matrix. Only the top most relevant documents 
for each of the domain terms are kept. An annotation table 
supports fast access to the STyLE archive, containing the 
key terms together with a list of their best corresponding 
relevant documents. Practically we work only with terms 
tested in exercises, because only these terms can appear as 
unknown or known_wrongly in the learning module and 
therefore only for them relevant readings are suggested. 
 
STyLE text archive contains 800 most relevant readings, 
which are html-pages containing mostly text (we excluded 
tables and other information that signals prevailing 
technical content). These texts are offered as suggested 
readings but are also used for building dynamic 
concordances which show samples of terms usages to the 
learner. The latter samples may be displayed in cases of 
language errors to drills where the student makes 
linguistic mistakes. Choosing this option (view samples) is 
up to the student. The dynamism of the text collection 
ensures the appearance of new samples, which makes the 
browsing interesting at every run. 

5. Evaluation and Conclusion 
Technically, from a learner’s perspective, STyLE is a set 
of Web-pages containing exercises and readings. The 
embedded applications and components like Parasite, 
STyLE-parasite, generation of xml-pages, LSA, web-
spiders run behind the scene or off-line. STyLE was tested 
by (i) two groups of university students in finance with 
intermediate knowledge of English, (ii) their university 
lecturers in English, and (iii) a group of students in 
English philology. STyLE was evaluated as a CALL-tool 
for self-tuition and other autonomous class-room 
activities, i.e as an integral part of a course in “English for 
Special Purposes”. The learners could test their 
knowledge through the specially designed exercises, 
compare their answers with the correct ones using the 
generated feedback (immediate, concrete and time-saving, 
it comes in summary form which is crucial in order to 
accomplish the use of STyLE autonomously) and extract 
additional information from the suggested readings and 
concordancers. 
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Users liked the feedback after performing drills, 
immediately after they prompted erroneous answers to 
exercises where this term appears. All of them evaluated 
positively the visualisation of the hierarchy as well as the 
surrounding context of texts and terms usages organised in 
a concordancer which is dynamically built and centered 
on the terms discussed at the particular learning situation. 
The teachers were very pleased to have concordancers 
with contiguously updated term usages; they would gladly 
see such a language resource integrated in a further 
authoring tool, because searching suitable texts in Internet 
is a difficult and time-consuming task. Indirectly, these 
positive reactions show that the idea to keep separately the 
conceptual representation is a fruitful one, as it allows for 
easy visualisation as well as for a terminology-centred 
design of the dialog, the navigation choices, the 
suggestion of further moves and so on. 
 
We concentrated especially on the evaluation of the free 
NL input, which attempted to provide complete NL 
diagnostics and is the most serious in CALL at present (up 
to our knowledge). Unfortunately the learners were not 
very enthusiastic regarding these modules, as they permit 
relatively restricted simply input and do not go beyond the 
human capacity of the teacher. The learners were not 
impressed that for instance the sentence “primary market 
operates with newly issued securities and provides new 
investments” is correct since it is between the minimal 
answer “primary market operates with newly issued 
securities” and the maximal answer “primary market 
operates with newly issued securities and provides new 
investments and its goal is to raise capitals”. The main 
disappointment of learners and teachers is that STyLE 
cannot answer why, i.e. Parasite and STyLE-Parasite 
provide extremely comprehensive diagnostic about the 
error type but not about the error reason. Fortunately, all 
users liked the fact that there were numerous examples of 
terms usages in real texts whenever morphological or 
syntax errors were encountered in the free NL input. So 
we conclude with certain pessimism concerning the 
appropriateness of formal semantic approaches in CALL 
today and much optimism that data-driven corpus 
techniques, if properly applied, fit quite well to the 
adaptive CALL. A possible improvement of the current 
paradigm for formal analysis is to switch to partial 
semantic analysis, which – at the level of the interface - 
will give more flexibility to the students to enter phrases 
instead of full sentences. What is still desirable regarding 
the filtering module is to restrict the genre of the 
suggested readings since the current texts are freely 
collected from the Internet and some of them should be 
used as teaching materials (LSA cannot recognise the text 
educational appropriateness since it considers the terms 
occurrences only; other supervised IR techniques like text 
categorisation might improve the filtering if they are 
properly integrated). 
 
The conclusion is that teachers as well as learners like 
CALL systems that are easy to integrate in the typical 
educational tasks, i.e. the area of language learning has 
well-established traditions and the experimental software 
is well-accepted only if it is really useful and facilitates 
the learning process. Our feeling is that all attempts to 
integrate language technologies in CALL should be 
closely related to testing the laboratory software with real 

students. At the same time cooperation with teachers is an 
obligatory condition as the necessary pedagogical 
background is often missing in the research environments 
where normally the NLP applications and language 
resources appear. Language technologies have a long way 
to go, until they find the proper wrappings for integration 
of advanced applications and the necessary resources into 
useful CALL systems. 
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Abstract 
This paper describes the steps and the criteria used to set up a new bilingual environment for lexical learning, using available 
dictionary and morphological information. 
A bilingual available dictionary (German-Italian) has been taken as starting point, integrating, step by step, morphological 
information such as inflection paradigms, derivation families, segmentation, surface variants, etc. 
An important issue is that the added information has not been specified from scratch, rather it has been reused from modules derived 
from other projects. We will explain how this has been achieved, the criteria used to choose the right components, and how the latter 
will be used to automatically generate exercises on lexicon knowledge. 
 

1. Introduction 
When facing with the task of setting up a new dedicated 
environment for lexicon learning, the first problem you 
encounter is how to make best use of the many resources 
available in the field. 
We started from an existing version of a bilingual 
electronic dictionary (Eldit, German-Italian), which 
represented a successful project carried on at EURAC, 
the European Academy of Bolzano, Italy, and wanted to 
extend it with different sorts of morphological 
information (inflection, wordformation, spelling, etc.) 
and with a tool for generating exercises. 
 

Eldit is a pedagogical online dictionary module realized 
as a union of two learners' dictionaries, for German and 
Italian. Each dictionary contains approximately 3000 
word entries as lemma. Each word entry is represented 
by a huge amount of information, which on one hand 
helps the learner to comprehend the correct meaning of a 
word and on the other hand helps to use the word 
correctly (Abel & Weber, 2000). The two dictionaries 
have been combined by linking included translation 
equivalents, which serve as entry points to the 
corresponding part of the other dictionary. All 
information has been carefully selected and prepared by 
linguists and language teachers according to modern 
psycholinguistic criteria.

 

 

Fig. 1: Eldit view of the information regarding the Italian word "pane” 
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A dictionary entry is presented to the user in two frames. 
The left-hand frame shows the lemma of the word and a 
list of different word meanings, each of which is 
described by a definition, an example sentence, and an 
optional translation equivalent. 
The right-hand frame is organized in several tabs and 
shows additional information such as word relations, 
collocations, idiomatic expressions, a set of linguistic 
difficulties, a picture, the possibility to save personal 
annotations, verb valency, etc.  
The new information on inflection and word formation 
has also been integrated as tab on the right-hand frame. 
The linguistic difficulties can also be accessed directly at 
the place where they occur. They are indicated by a kind 
of footnote number and shown in a small window. 
The system has been implemented during the last three 
years. For the implementation Java Servlet technology 
has been used in combination with XML (Gamper & 
Knapp, 2002). 
We will first describe the system and then exp lain how 
we could extend it using available resources. 
 

2. Available Information 
We will now describe the information packages that have 
been collected for each dictionary entry (called “word 
entry” as well), and explain how they have been prepared 
for the user.  

2.1. Lemma and Morphology 
The lemma (called “base form” or “citation form” as 
well) is the core description of a word, e.g. the Italian 
word “pane” on the left-hand side in fig. 1. In cases 
where there is both a male and a female version, such as 
for the German “Einwohner/Einwohnerin” (inhabitant), 
both forms are stated. Below the lemma some basic 
morphological information is given, namely the article 
and plural forms. This information may also include 
comments on restrictions and particularities, for examp le 
when a word itself is a compound word (see 
“Ausverkauf” (sale) and “aeroporto” (airport)). More 
morphological information will be added with the 
external resources. 

2.2. Meaning Description 
Each lemma may have several meanings, for instance “a 
house to live” is not the same as “the royal house of 
Scotland”. We follow a new approach in dictionary 
design which we call “crosslingual”: each word meaning 
is explained by a definition (a typical element of 
monolingual dictionaries) and one or more translation 
equivalents (a typical element of bilingual dictionaries) 

which are linked to the corresponding lemma in the other 
dictionary module (this generalizes the existing concept 
of semibilingual dictionaries and leads to the term 
“crosslingual dictionary”) [Abel and Weber, 2002]. In 
this way by clicking e.g. on the German word “Brot” in 
fig. 1 the user can access directly the corresponding 
dictionary entry for “Brot” and all the information 
collected for this word.  
A lexicographic example illustrates the meaning in 
context. The lexicographic examples consist of several 
short sentences. They have been created manually 
according to specific criteria in order to illustrate the 
word. Frequency analyses on text corpora have been 
carried out to inspire the creation process. Where verbs 
are concerned, also a short pattern, a so-called “minimal 
sentence”, is indicated to illustrate the meaning (for 
instance “jemand baut” means that somebody builds his 
own home).  
A grey triangle on the left-hand side of each definition 
allows the activation of one particular meaning. This 
gives access to the information provided in the right-
hand frame, which is often different for different word 
meanings. 

2.3. Semantic Fields  
Semantically related words, so-called “semantic fields” 
or “word fields”, are shown within the first tab on the 
right-hand side, namely the tab “Verwandte 
Wörter/campo semantico”. They are illustrated in two-
dimensional graphs in ELDIT. We are currently 
elaborating about 250 word fields for each language (see 
fig. 2). Since we are not interested in elaborating 
complete word nets of our vocabulary, but rather in 
describing slight differences between important words 
for language learners, we have not elaborated one 
connected graph of all the words in ELDIT, but several 
small graphs. In each graph we distinguish three levels: 
(1) relations of the lemma to more general words 
comprise hypernymy and holonymy, (2) relations to 
words at the same level comprise synonymy, quasi 
synonymy, antonymy, entailment, and causation, and (3) 
relations to more special words comprise hyponymy, 
meronymy, troponymy and particle verbs. The relations 
are indicated by special colors and explained by 
definitions, comments, translations, examples, and – 
most important – differences to the lemma in question. 
This descriptive information can be inspected by clicking 
on the nodes in the graph (Abel et al., 2004). 
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Fig. 2: The semantic field of the Italian word “moglie” (woman) 

2.4. Collocations and Idiomatic Expressions  
For a language learner it is very difficult to infer valid 
word combinations, thus detailed information has to be 
given in a good reference system. The following 
information is presented within the tabs 
“Verwendung/combinazioni” (usage) and 
“Redewendungen/fraseologia” (idiomatic expressions) in 
our dictionary (Abel and Weber, 2000): 
Within the tab “Verwendung/combinazioni” word 
combinations are listed for the learner. Each word 
combination or collocation is treated as a separate item 
supplied with a translation and an example sentence (see 
fig.3 1). Also information about the stylistic level of an 
expression (colloquial, literary, etc.) may be included. 
Furthermore, a number of adjectives which are typically 
used together with the lemma under consideration are 
listed together with respective translations and a few 
examples. 
Within the tab “Redewendungen/fraseologia” different 
kinds of expressions are listed which present a different 
degree of idiomaticity but are perceived as stable units. 
These items are accompanied by a translation whenever 
it is possible to find an equivalent idiomatic expression 
in the other language. In other cases an explanation is 
used to illustrate the meaning of opaque expressions and 

the origin of their figurative sense. Last, an example 
shows a typical situation in which the idiomatic 
expression may occur. 

2.5. Verb Valency 
For verbs we also show information on verb valency 
within the tab “Verwendung/costruzioni” (usage). This 
information is very important for the learners, since it 
indicates how a sentence is constructed in a 
grammatically correct way. Since space is limited in a 
paper based dictionary, verb valency is usually described 
in a very dense and complicated form by using 
abbreviations and special codes (for instance “01a v 1b 
C” in [Bianco, 1996], a special verb valency dictionary 
or  “tr K jd fragt jdn [nach etw dat]” in [Hecht and 
Schmollinger, 1999], a monolingual learner’s 
dictionary). This module is an outstanding example how 
hypermedia features and semiotic didactics are used in 
ELDIT to describe complex information in an innovative 
and comprehensible way to the learner.  
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Fig. 3: Description of verb valency for the Italian word “chiedere” (to ask) 

The core part of verb valency is represented in a simple 
way by a table (see fig. 3). We indicate some short 
patterns, for instance ”qualcuno chiede qualcosa a 
qualcuno” (someone asks somebody something) which 
looks like a minimal sentence. The patterns indicate the 
obligatory parts of a sentence which depend on the verb. 
Each of these parts is represented in a single cell. The 
facultative parts of the sentence are shown in brackets. 
Below the pattern one or more lexicographic examples 
are listed which show the use of the verb in an authentic 
context. We are exploiting semiotic principles (colors 
and animations) to describe a complex linguistic 
phenomenon: the user can pass over the single elements 
in the table with the mouse and each element is 
highlighted by a different color. At the same time the 
corresponding element in the example below the pattern 
table lights up. The specific use of colors serves to 
facilitate comprehension and communication processes.  
The colors fulfill different functions: (1) they show 
which elements of the pattern correspond to which 
elements in the concrete examples. (2) They show which 
parts of the verbs belong together since such parts always 
light up at the same moment (e.g. verbs with an auxiliary 
verb or separable verbs in German). (3) Last but not least 
the same parts of the sentence always appear in the same 
color, which allows for a quick and easy recognition of 
identical parts (e.g. the verb always appears in green, the 
subject always in red). (Abel, 2002) 

2.6. Footnotes 
ELDIT uses footnotes next to the corresponding content 
piece to inform learners of potential linguistic 
difficulties. Footnotes may appear anywhere in the text. 
By activating (clicking) a footnote, a small window 
opens where the linguistic difficulty (particularities, 

general remarks, stylistic nuances, false friends, etc.) is 
explained.  
Note the small footnote next to the translation of the first 
collocation in Figure 1. When clicking on this number, a 
short explanation appears in an extra window in which 
the user is informed that “pane ferrarese, mantovano, 
viennese” are typical Italian types of bread. Such 
footnotes can appear everywhere. They inform the user 
about linguistic difficulties such as exceptions to a rule 
or false friends, etc. The remarks are seen both in an 
intralingual and a contrastive perspective and serve the 
function of error prevention. Within the tab “N.B.” we 
list all the footnotes relevant to the entry word so that the 
learner gets an overview of all the particularities that 
characterize the word in question. 

2.7. Pictures 
Sometimes it is difficult to explain ambiguities between 
words in an easy way. Thus we decided to add pictures 
for concrete nouns in ELDIT. They are shown in the tab 
“Bild/imagine”, a further aspect related to a word. The 
pictures are selected according to psycholinguistic 
criteria [Kroll and Tokowicz, 2001; Weidemann, 1994]. 
Psycholinguistics suggests the use of prototypical 
representations of an object, e.g. simple drawings and no 
photographs, because the latter are not culturally 
independent and might cause misconceptions, or even 
not be understood at all [Vettori, 2003]. Movements, 
certain actions, or scenarios will be visualized by 
animated graphics. 

2.8. Sound Files 
It is very important for a language learner to learn the 
correct pronunciation of a word. In an electronic 
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dictionary complex codes such as the phonetic alphabet 
can be avoided and replaced by sound files. In ELDIT a 
sound file with the pronunciation of the lemma can be 
activated by a simple click the loudspeaker button next to 
the lemma 

3. New Information 
Here is a brief description of the kind of new information 
we needed and its impact on the functionality of the 
system. 

3.1. Inflection 
Inflection is the declension of nouns or adjectives and the 
conjugation of verbs. We implemented the following 
outstanding feature: we provide the entire conjugation or 
declension for each single word in ELDIT and show this 
information within the tab “Deklination/declinazione” 
(declension) and “Konjugation/coniugazione” 
(conjugation), respectively (see Figure 4).  
 

 

Fig 4: The conjugation of the German word “rennen” (to 
run) in ELDIT 

 
The word forms are organized in tables according to 
modes (indicative, subjunctive), tenses (present, perfect, 
etc), persons (first, second and third), cases (nominative, 
genitive, etc.) and number (singular, plural) (Knapp et 
al., 2004). 

3.2. Word Formation 
Word formation is about derivation and composition of 
words. We show a group of derivations for each word, 
and a group of compound words for each word meaning, 
within the tab “Wortbildung” (word formation) by 
emphasizing prefixes, basis and suffixes of each word. In 
this way the user can see the underlying construction 
rule. Next to the words, small triangles indicate the 
possibility to search the ELDIT example database for 

lexicographic examples containing the word in question 
(Abel et al., 2004b). 

 
Fig. 5: Derivations and Compounds 

3.3. Integration 
The first aim of the integration with morphological 
information was to be able to dynamically show all 
paradigms of the entries, all surface variants (ev. with 
information on the new German spelling reform) and 
build lexical families. 
The modules we decided to integrate allowed us to do 
even more: dynamically create links from all words used 
for the explanations to the existing entries and 
derivations, automatically generate exercises on lexicon 
knowledge, with useful feedback. 
In order to judge the quality of the available 
morphological modules and to choose the right ones to 
combine with Eldit, we had to specify some criteria. 

4. Criteria of Choice 
Here is the list of the main criteria used in order to 
choose the morphological enhancing modules. 
 
• Data quality 

The first criterion is of course the suitability of the 
data offered. We knew exactly which kind of 
information we needed to our purposes, so the first 
choice was based on our needs on morphological 
data, for German and Italian. 

• Data quantity 
Not only morphological information on the chosen 
entries for the pedagogical dictionary had to be 
available, but also on all dictionary corpus, which 
means all words encountered in all entry 
explanations. This was the main item behind the 
idea of self-contained environment. 

• Performance 
In our project we wanted to emphasize the content 
interactivity, which we found as lacking in other e-
learning projects in the lexicon field (Pedrazzini & 
Knapp, 2003). So one of the main criteria was to be 
able to dynamically generate entry paradigms, even 
filtered with some criteria, through a tool that could 
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fully guarantee the interactivity. 
A good performance in the inflection analysis, was 
also an important criterion in order to generate links 
on the fly between words contained in the 
dictionary, entry words as well as words within the 
explanatory texts. 

• Integration 
The ideal solution had to be a black-box solution 
that could satisfy our needs, without forcing the 
dictionary developers to be concerned with the 
internal implementation. The runtime solution had 
of course to be compatible with the starting 
infrastructure, which is Java/Servlet based. 

• Technology 
Even though the idea was to integrate the modules 
as a black-box solution, as explained above, we 
wanted the guarantee that the used technology was 
the state of the art in the field. 

• Extensibility and support  
Support is important, in form of selling company or 
of Web community. Also important was the 
opportunity to have someone to refer to in case of 
needs of extensibility, for example in case we 
needed information for new entries not contained in 
the first release. 

• Consistency between inflection and word formation 
data 
This is the first optional criterion. Different modules 
from different sources could show some 
inconsistencies among their coded data. This 
criterion would suggest to get both modules from the 
same source. 

• Current and future modules available 
We basically needed information on inflection and 
word formation for German and Italian. Our criteria 
had to concentrate on these modules. But the 
availability of further modules could suggest new 
ideas to the pedagogical dictionary. So the fact that a 
supplier had further modules to offer, had a positive 
value on the evaluation. 

• External references 
You can trust yourself and your ability to judge a 
product. If someone before you already did it, even 
to different purposes, this helps too. This is not a 
mandatory criterion, but we chose to consider it 
anyway, as added information. 

5. Evaluation and Choice 
We chose to integrate the Canoo WMTrans transducers, 
(analyzer and generator, 
http://www.canoo.com/WMTrans) for the following 
reasons. 
The data for the Canoo transducer elements are based on 
a well known system, Word Manager (WM), used for the 

specification, test and maintenance of morphological 
dictionary databases. 
Eldit could profit from the WM components in several 
ways. Hence a co-operation was started in which the two 
systems were joined. 
Word Manager’s lexical resources include morphological 
and orthographic knowledge for three languages, namely 
English, German and Italian (ten Hacken and Domenig, 
1996; Domenig 1992). In WM lexical resources are 
developed at two stages. At the first stage the 
morphological system of a language is described. This 
results in a morphological rule database, in a description 
of the inflectional classes, and in the word formation 
processes of the language. At the second stage lexemes 
are entered by classifying them in terms of the 
morphological rule database. The result is a reusable 
lexicon database. On the basis of this lexicon database 
specialized tools for any individual task can be 
developed using the knowledge made available in the 
database.  
In order to deploy WM dictionary databases in the 
context of complex applications the Word Manager 
lexicon entries have been compiled into finite-state 
transducers (WMTrans). The production of the 
Transducers is carried out by means of the WMTrans 
Finite State Transducer Framework (Pree, 1999; Gamma 
et al., 1995). On the basis of a specification of the target 
transducer’s input and output the corresponding 
transducer is generated automatically. Up to now a whole 
range of WMTrans products have been developed5: 
WMTrans Word Recognizers, Lemmatizers, Analyzers 
and Generators for inflection and word formation. Each 
product type is available for different vocabulary sizes 
and processing volumes. 

5.1. Data Quality and Quantity 

A WM database describes the morphological system of a 
language, including inflectional, word formation and 
spelling rules. To deploy WM dictionary databases 
within complex applications, lexicon entries are 
compiled into finite state transducers (WMTrans). 
Data quality is assured by the linguists who are working 
with it, and the tools used to continuously test the 
consistency. 
Currently WM contains over 250’000 lexeme entries, for 
each of which the whole paradigm can be generated. 
This number is far bigger than what we needed. 
The Italian database is smaller, about 60’000 lexemes, 
but we could specify a list of entries that we needed for 
our purposes. These entries were added to the database 
and new transducers were delivered. 
Moreover an important issue for Italian was the ability to 
analyze clitics, i.e. single graphic words, like “dimmelo”, 
“prendetevelo”, etc., formed by different elements. 
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5.2. Performance 
The finite-state implementation of the Canoo analyzers 
and generators was able to assure a good performance. 
Depending on the machine, the lemmatizer is able to 
analyze between 10’000 and 12’000 entries/second, 
which is more than enough for our purposes. We needed 
the analyzer to generate links on the fly between words 
contained in the dictionary and in the explanation texts.  

5.3. Integration 
One important issue was the integration. Our system is 
Java based. We imagined an external module as a black-
box with a simple Java API. That was it. The API is 
composed of a method for the initialization and a method 
for the query. The integration was straightforward. 

5.4. Extensibility and support 
Here we wanted to assure the opportunity to specify 
some new data to add to the transducers. This was 
directly possible, but we were warned about the fact that 
the transducers themselves are not able to perform 
consistency check. The other opportunity was to send 
missing entries to Canoo, which linguists would then 
insert them into WM, performing checks and then 
generate an updated transducer. This is what we did, 
above all for some Italian entries. 

5.5. Technology 
The finite-state tools are considered state of the art 
technology for morphological analysis. Their 
implementation has been made in Java, which was our 
technology. So this part of the evaluation was 
straightforward. 

5.6. Current and future modules available  
Because we also needed a word formation analyzer and 
this was available in a similar way as the inflection 
module (same data, in fact they are generated from the 
same source, Word Manager, and same API), this turned 
out to be a very important criterion. 
In fact we did not want to add two completely different 
(from the technology and data point of view) external 
modules, which, by the way, could have had some 
inconsistencies between them. 
Moreover at that time Canoo already announced the 
availability of a new suite of interesting products, i.e. the 
“unknown word” analyzers, able to analyze unknown 
words. These products are interesting for languages like 
German, which are very productive at lexical level. 

5.7. External references 
Among others the Canoo analyzers, in particular the 
German ones, have been licensed by Google to improve 

their indexation. This is not of course alone a criterion of 
choice, but it is an added value in the overall evaluation. 

6. The Search Engine  
The search engine we implemented tries to address 
problems language learners commonly encounter: it 
makes it possible to find single words and multi word 
expressions (collocations and idiomatic expressions), 
conjugated or declined forms, and misspelled words. In 
the last case a hint is given by the system so that learners 
can discover their mistakes and eliminate them from the 
very beginning. 
There are different kinds of search. Some of them could 
be allowed using the integrated Canoo modules. 

6.1. Searching Single and Multiple Words  
Single words and multiple words can easily be found in 
ELDIT. The user simply types  the word or part of the 
expression into a search field at top of the screen, 
indicates the language, presses the enter key, and gets the 
result. 

6.2. Wildcards  
Sometimes a language learner might not know the 
correct spelling of a word. In ELDIT a wildcard search 
allows the user to ignore problematic parts of the 
expression, e.g. searching ”ein Geb*de e*ichten” results 
in ”ein Gebäude errichten”. 

6.3. Spell Checking  
What happens if users are not even aware of their own 
spelling difficulties? ELDIT is able to indicate spelling 
errors, too. For example, ”Schwiegermuter” (mother in 
law) typed with one t is wrong. A warning about the 
spelling error appears followed by the correct word 
”Schwiegermutter”. ELDIT is able to detect up to two - 
sometimes even more - spelling mistakes per word. 

6.4. Stemming  
Further problems can arise if a user is sure about the 
spelling of a word, but has problems with grammar, e.g. 
the learner does not know the citation form of the verb 
”ging” (went). In ELDIT the Canoo WMTrans 
Lemmatizer allows finding the citation form of a word. 
Searching for the verb ”ging” yields the citation form 
”gehen” (to go). Also very complicated forms can be 
decoded, for instance Italian contractions such as 
“daglielo” (give it to him) lead to the infinitive “dare”. 

6.5. Structured Full-Text Search  
When searching the Internet usually a large number of 
useless results are encountered. One reason for this 
problem is the fact that most search engines perform a 
full-text search over the entire document. In ELDIT we 
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have tried to avoid such useless search results by 
implementing a so-called structured full-text search. 
Each ELDIT entry consists of several fields (definitions, 
examples, idiomatic expressions, grammatical hints, 
etc.). The search operations are restricted to single fields 
and the results are provided for each field separately. 

6.6. Default Search and Extended Search  
We implemented two search modes: default search and 
extended search. In the default search mode the user 
types the desired expression into a text field and presses 
enter.  
All search operations are carried out automatically. 
Using the extended search mode explicit indications 
about the desired search features can be given: different 
word-connections, searching with or without wildcards, 
stemming, and simple or extended spell-check. 
Moreover, the user can indicate the fields to be searched, 
while the possibility of cross-field searching and a 
simple full-text search are provided as well. 

7. Generating self-correcting Exercises 
The integrated modules will be used to generate self-
correcting exercises. 
Interactivity is considered the main positive feature that 
distinguishes traditional paper-based material from 
electronic material. In order to provide opportunities to 
interactively practice the information in ELDIT, the data 
collected for the dictionary and the text corpus will be 
reused to create quizzes and questions. 
We want to emphasize that our detailed data model 
allows for the automatic generation of these quizzes 
without manual authoring. Moreover, by reusing some 
analysis modules such as the Canoo WMTrans 
Analyzer/Generator or the Spell Checker of our search 
engine highly sophisticated correction possibilities and 
individual feedback can be provided.  
Matching quizzes are quizzes where the user has to 
match two representations of a word, for instance, the 
lemma with a picture, or the definition with a translation. 
Direct questions such as “What is the opposite of...?” can 
be generated from the relations between words stored in 
the semantic fields.  
Morphology and syntax quizzes can be provided by 
asking the user to write a specific word form or by 
asking them to write the entire inflection paradigm into 
edit fields. 
The interaction process between user and system varies 
according to different quiz types: Gap-filling quizzes are 
text pieces in which some words have been replaced by 
an edit field. Multiple choice quizzes are groups of 
options from which one or several of them have to be 
selected by clicking a check mark or radio button. Magic 
squares are squares consisting of letters within which the 
user has to search some given words. Crossword puzzles 

are puzzles which ask the user to fill in a magic square 
by finding the words described. 

8. Conclusions  
We have presented a project in the lexicon domain, 
where the interactive experience represents the main 
goal. The project can be integrated within e-learning 
courses and uses external engines to achieve interaction 
at morphological level.  
Although the system was already rather complete and 
extensive in what concerns the lexicon, we decided not 
to implement extensions that were available from other 
providers. 
Instead we chose to start a collaboration and to reuse 
morphological functionality from modules derived from 
other projects. We performed an evaluation and we 
integrated the chosen modules in our system. 
The result was very positive. We achieved the needed 
functionality in our system very quickly and we could 
offer some important extensions, which allow a more 
interactive user experience in our system. 
The system is freely available via Web at 
http://www.eurac.edu/eldit. 
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Abstract
In the context of the European Network of Excellence in Computational Logic (CoLogNet,http://www.colognet.org/ ), the
European Association for Logic, Language and Computation (FoLLI,http://www.folli.org ) has started a project on E-Learning
in Computational Logic and the development of Dynamic Teaching Materialsfor its annual European Summer Schools (ESSLLIs). The
project has a double aim: (i) to enhance the (re)usability of existing ESSLLI teaching materials by creating a richly structured repository;
and (ii) to develop dynamic teaching materials for the upcoming ESSLLIs, integrating textual presentation, exercises, and computational
tools (theorem provers, parsers) into a user-centered “living book”. This paper presents the background of the project, gives some brief
information about ESSLLI and describes the two subtasks in which the project is divided.

1. Background
While the term E-learning has only recently entered our

vocabulary, it has already picked up many readings: such as
on-line repository of teaching materials, learning by means
of electronic tools, virtual courses or long distance learn-
ing. However, as we will explain below, we believe that
in all its meanings, it has acquired great importance in the
educational endeavor.

For a start, the increase of undergraduate students and
lecturers’ mobility within Europe due to theERASMUS

exchange programmes, and recently to the development
of European Masters and Double Degree Progammes will
lead to the establishment of standards for educational pro-
grammes which can be mutually recognized between sev-
eral universities. It should also lead to well documented de-
scriptions of the state of the art in educational methods in a
broad variety of scientific disciplines so as to keep lecturers
updated on the last scientific and didactic developments in
their field. Thus, sharing teaching materials on line is an
important stepping stone towards the establishment of such
standards.

In addition, electronic tools have already proved to be
an effective teaching support. First of all — as shown
by Barwise and Etchemendy (1996); Cox et al. (1995) for
teaching logic — when students can see what they are rea-
soning about, and when proofs are presented as graphs, they
achieve far greater understanding of the subject than other-
wise. Moreover, students have different learning rhythms.
Using a computational assistant enables them to follow
their own pace, checking their mistakes and working out
further solutions as they need. When mistakes are pointed
out by a machine, instead of a teacher, students are more
motivated to understand the problems (Hoover and Rud-

This project is supported by CoLogNet, Network of Excel-
lence in Computational Logic, Contract No. IST-2001-33123.
Maarten de Rijke was supported by the Netherlands Organization
for Scientific Research (NWO) under project numbers 365-20-
005, 220-80-001, 612.069.006, 612.000.106, 612.000.207,and
612.066.302.

nicki, 1996). For these reasons, we believe that electronic
tools are an important support in teaching. This holds for
Language Resources in general, and more particular for
Computational Linguistics Tools (such as Parsers, Corpora
and Ontologies).

Furthermore, e-tools are becoming part of the basic tool
kits of researchers in applied fields, like Question Answer-
ing, Natural Language Interfaces to Databases, Semantic
Web, etc. The modularity of the systems and the complex-
ity of the tasks addressed require different areas of expertise
which may be hard to be gathered within a single research
group. Having ESSLLI’s learning resources on-line will
help speed up the research in these fields and enhance col-
laborations which go beyond traditional faculty borders and
physical distance.

2. ESSLLIs
The European Summer School, organized by FoLLI,

is the key European educational event for interdisciplinary
exchanges in the fields of Logic, Language and Informa-
tion for students, researchers and industrials. It has been
organized yearly since 1989, contributing in this way to
strengthen the community, facilitate sharing of common in-
terests, form young researchers and provide a framework
for the contact between the different fields. It offers around
40 courses per year at different levels (foundational, intro-
ductory and advanced) besides workshops, where outstand-
ing results are presented.

The final output of the project will be a rich repository
with integrated teaching materials provided by leading re-
searchers in the area, and equipped with navigational tools
and content search facilities which will be an endurable
learning environment, easily accessible for both students
and teachers. Below, we briefly describe the two subtasks
of the project.

3. The ESSLLI Archive
The first subtask of the project is to create an infrastruc-

ture for on-line exploitation of the vast collection of exist-
ing ESSLLI teaching materials.
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Requirements

One of the first issues to be addressed in disclosing the
ESSLLI teaching material is dealing with conversion into
a standardized, easily accessible format. The ESSLLI CD
archive (ESSLLI CD Archive, 2004) is a mirror of the CDs
that accompanied the summer schools of the years 1997–
2003. This archive includes various information about the
courses given in the summer school of that year; typically,
this data includes textual meta-data such as author name,
description, prerequisites etc, and some teaching aids which
are usually slides, handouts or articles in PDF, Postscript,
Powerpoint, or DVI format. In some cases, the courses also
contain pointers to additional external resources for the sub-
ject.

On the CDs, the course content is not provided in a stan-
dardized way (i.e., it differs from year to year in design and
content); it is not searchable, and is only browsable to a
limited extent

Within the task framework, web access should be
granted to the ESSLLI archive, with the following features:

• Search. The data should be fully searchable. The
search facilities must include full-text search, as well
as searching by year, author, title and subject. Combi-
nations of the search are also permitted, e.g., searching
for a string of text in an article whose author is spec-
ified. The search mechanism will also include stan-
dard features of similar search facilities with which
the target users are accustomed, such as searching for
a quoted phrase, boolean searches, highlighting query
terms in the results and displaying relevant snippets of
the results.

• Browse. The data should be hierarchically browsable
in several hierarchy trees, according to categories such
as:YEAR, SECTION, andLEVEL.

• Added Value. Additional data which is currently not
in the ESSLLI archive and may assist the user should
be provided; this data includes cross references be-
tween related information, links to relevant external
resources, and so forth.

• Look and Feel. The data should be presented in a
clear, intuitive, and uniform way, making use of cur-
rent web technologies. The user will also be able to
access the original, non-modified ESSLLI CDs.

Implementation

The conversion of the current archive includes a number
of stages. First, the “raw” data (the meta-information about
the courses and the teaching material itself) is converted to
a standard format; we chose to represent the data as XML
documents, the de-facto standard for information represen-
tation. Every course and document from the ESSLLI CD
archive is converted to an XML document using both pub-
licly available tools for extraction of data from various for-
mats, and specific tools developed for mining the archive
for data.

Next, the data is enriched with external information,
such as pointers to home pages of course authors, cross ref-
erences between the courses, and so on. Once it is enriched,

the uniform data is indexed and stored for fast retrieval; this
allows for various queries such asdisplay all introductory
courses from year 2000or search for “X” in the contents of
all documents from courses in 2003. For this stage, we use
open source tools which are part of the Apache (Apache
Software Foundation, 2004).

Finally, the repository is integrated into a Web Server
which enables dynamic content, i.e. creation of web pages
“on the fly” from XML data. For this, we use the Co-
coon servlet technology, also part of Apache and based on
the Java programming language. This enables maximum
flexibility and security in the generation of web-accessible
pages from the XML repository.

Current Status and Future Plans

As a pilot, we have started the ESSLLI archive creation
for ESSLLI 2003. A large part of the teaching materials
from this particular year has been converted into the stan-
dard XML format, indexed and stored; a Web Server has
been set up for the repository, and currently allows brows-
ing and searching it as defined in the requirements section.
A methodology has been defined for extending the archive
with additional years, so no changes to the server-side tech-
nology are required (only generation of additional content
in XML, conforming to some rules). The pilot is accessible
online (ESSLLI Web Site, 2004).

Our plans include overcoming technical difficulties
which prevent some of the data from being indexed, as well
as expanding and enriching the access methods to the in-
formation, and, of course, indexing the rest of the ESSLLI
years.

4. Dynamic teaching materials
A specific advantage of events like the ESSLLIs is that

they go beyond a single course and cover a topic by a se-
ries of courses that are closely related. As a consequence
there arises a natural need to reuse parts of one such course
for the preparation of or within another course. One of the
objectives of the second subtask is to support this reuse by
supporting the automated creation of specific content col-
lections on the fly. Another advantage of ESSLLI is that
the experts are available to support the students in getting
hands on experience with actual research tools. This is in-
terleaved with the teaching objectives in the second subtask
by making these tools accessible from within dynamically
generated documents.

To give the reader a feeling for what we are aiming for,
we first sketch an existing setup, which already provides
some basic levels of interactivity. Then we discuss how
we can use Slicing Books Technology to leverage dynamic
teaching materials into a user-centered ‘living book’.

4.1. Hypertext functionality of the hyperref package

Sebastian Rahtz’ hyperref package (available from
(Comprehensive TEX Archive Network, 2004) and see
(Goossens and Rahtz, 1999, 35–66)) is standardly used
for turning the inherent document structure and cross-
referencing information of LATEX documents into active hy-
perlinks. In addition to providing a basic navigational struc-
ture, the package has extended levels of functionality, al-
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\hyperbaseurl{...} % URL for the CGI-executables

\newcommand{\hyperfrag}{...} % grammar fragment URL

\newcommand{\parsescript}[3]{\href{netgrail?% call th e parser engine
url=\hyperfrag&% load fragment from URL
struct=yes&% structural rule output
sem=no&% meaning assembly shown
lexsem=yes&% substitute lexical semantics, ’no’ for proof terms
unary=inactive&% ignore semantics for Diamond/Box operat ions
mode=nd&% e.g. natural deduction format
goal=#1&% goal formula
test=#2}% your test phrase for the script call (’+’separato r)
{#3}}% your test phrase for typesetting

Figure 1: Calling a cgi-script with the hyperref package

lowing the user to specify hypertext links to external doc-
uments and URLs, including linking through the Common
Gateway Interface (CGI).

In the Computational Linguistics programme at Utrecht
University, this extended functionality is used in dynamic
teaching materials familiarizing students with a number of
computational grammar formalisms. The client-server in-
teraction takes the following form (see (Moortgat et al.,
2002) for a full description):

• Students present a linguistic analysis in the form
of a grammar fragment. Formalisms currently sup-
ported are Stabler-style Minimalist Grammars, and
type-logical grammars. A fragment, in these frame-
works, consists of a set of lexical type declarations,
structural options, and a sample of test phrases.

• Fragments are submitted to the server, where they are
turned into dynamic PDF documents. The test sample
is hyperlinked to CGI scripts interfacing with general
parsers/theorem provers for the formalisms under con-
sideration (The GRAIL type-logical theorem prover
(Moot, 1996), CKY deductive parser for Minimalist
Grammars (Stabler, 2001)).

• The student (or teacher) can produce derivations ’on-
demand’ for the test sample in a number of available
formats. The server returns these derivations as PDF
documents, which can then further be integrated, com-
mented, etc.

The reader is invited to try out the setup at the portal
sitehttp://grail.let.uu.nl , or to inspect the two
possible permutations for the sentence ‘Naoko ate Hiromi’s
sushi’ below (from a syntax take-home test). Clicking the
sentences fetches their derivation from the server, and dis-
plays them in the format specified by the user — Natural
Deduction style, in this case. Figure (1) gives the essential
code.

1. Naoko ga Hiromi no osusi o taberu.
2. Hiromi no osusi o Naoko ga taberu.

Using these tools with a PDF-enabled web browser, one
obtains a seamless client-server interaction. Still, the de-
scribed hyperref-based architecture has certain limitations:

automatic navigational features are restricted to the LATEX-
internal crossreferences, additional linking has to be pro-
vided by hand; similarly, the integration of server out-
put with the documents from which the parser engines are
called, requires manual post-editing. In the next section,
we show how these limitations can be overcome with the
aid of SIT (Slicing Information Technology, 2004).

4.2. Living book

The core idea of the SIT approach is to semi-
automatically break up LATEX source code into semantic
units, thus providing mark-up that goes beyond the logical
document structure. The semantic text-units become ‘re-
combinant’ components of a dynamically unfolding doc-
ument, customized to fit individual readers’ needs. De-
pending on his/her background knowledge and preferences,
the user can integrate textual presentation of the material
thaught with his/her own crossreferences, explanations, ex-
ercises and solutions, possibly obtained with the use of in-
tegrated external parsers, theorem provers and the like.

To implement the SIT approach in the preparation of
ESSLLI course materials, we distinguish the following
steps.

• The authors of selected courses prepare their teach-
ing materials according to ESSLLI style guidelines,
and submit them to the SIT Splitter for initial slicing.
This phase provides mark-up at the level of general
logical-mathematical knowledge.The SIT Splitter de-
composes these documents into re-usable learning ob-
jects at an agreed granularity. For a learning object to
be reusable it is not necessary that it makes sense on
its own. Rather it is essential that it makes sense in a
context which can be precisely described so that it can
be automatically reconstructed whenever this specific
learning object is to be reused. Experience shows that
in mathematics related documents like those to be han-
dled for this project an average granularity of 5 slices
per page is necessary to achieve maximum possibili-
ties of reuse. Note that providing a uniform LATEXstyle
for ESSLLI authors is an important help for a reliable
automated slicing.

• The sliced manuscripts are returned to the authors,
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who deepen the re-engineering transformation on the
basis of their domain-specific knowledge. This phase
concentrates on further assigning key phrases, defin-
ing extra semantic relations between document slices,
and adding components relying on server interaction,
such as described above.

• The results of the document re-engineering process are
made available as content packages according to the
open IMS Content Packaging Specification (see (IMS
Global Learning Consortium, Inc)). This specification
is supported by many e-learning platforms, opening up
the possibility for later reusing specifically built ESS-
LLI documents in these environments. Added meta-
information is encoded in XML in accordance with the
open Trail-Solution Metadata Specification and The-
saurus Specification (see (TRIAL Solution, 2004)).

The tool for the dynamic generation of personalized
documents, the SIT Reader, utilizes declarative descrip-
tions of the intended structure of documents to be delivered
for specific usage scenarios. Deep inside the tool there is
an automated theorem prover, called sl-engine, which com-
bines these descriptions with the learning object metadata
and with information about the knowledge of the user in
order to infer what should be proposed to the user for read-
ing. Another application of the sl-engine is to provide in-
ternal inferences in order to obtain a more complete user
model. We mention that sl-engine is in part based on meth-
ods which are taught to students at ESSLLI.

In order to use a sliced book, the student selects parts
she is especially interested in and asks the server to com-
plete the selection automatically for a specific purpose, for
example by adding necessary prerequisites or exercises or
material from related courses but omitting material that has
been inferred to be known.

In a second attempt interactivity is added to the sliced
book, turning it into what we call the Living Book. The ap-
proach taken here uses interactive pdf documents with em-
bedded JavaScript which make up a connection from the
dynamically generated teaching material to some tools run-
ning on possibly remote servers.

As an application a student may enter some formula into
an input field in the pdf document and will on request re-
ceive a newly generated pdf document where the server has
added some evaluation of this formula. Another applica-
tion is the random generation of exercises which take the
knowledge of the student into account.

Authors use a simple generic interface in order to bind
interactive systems to their teaching materials. Input forms
are described in the LATEX source documents by using
the possibilities of the aforementioned hyperref package.
At the places where the reply from the server should
go into the document, the author inserts a LATEX com-
mand \tsdynamic{<script>}{<template>} .
<script> denotes the name of a program (which can be
written in any programming language) that is called by
the SIT Reader with parameters describing the user input
and how to access the SIT Reader user model. In addition
<script> may also store data in a protected area of the
SIT Reader server in order to correlate different requests.

<script> is supposed to generate a fragment of LATEX
source code which replaces the\tsdynamic command.
The<template> parameter can provide prepared LATEX
source code which is then filled up by the<script> .
Finally the SIT Reader generates the pdf document for the
learner, using the content generated by<script> .

A variant of this approach is to launch an interactive
system in a separate window from within the personalized
pdf teaching material and only integrate the final result of
the students work into a new version of the material, but not
following each interaction.

The reader is invited to investigate these possibilities at
(Furbach, 2004). We mention that this installation allows as
additional features editing of personal annotations (which
can be typed or hand written with a tablet pc) and the gen-
eration of different views for print, PC screen, Palm Pilot
or Pocket PCs. These are basically applications of the same
technology for adding interactive systems which has been
described above.

The current status of this component of the project is
that for the upcoming ESSLLI (ESSLLI 2004. 16th Euro-
pean Summer School in Logic, Language and Information),
a coherent set of courses in the logic and language field
have been selected to serve as a pilot for the application of
the Living Book approach. The pilot is aimed at provid-
ing a set of procedures and tools that can then be used for
the preparation of future course materials, and that can be
made available as author instructions (ESSLLI Repository,
2004).

5. Conclusion and Outlook
The implementation of the outlined project results in a

flexible learning environment with a functionality clearly
extending beyond the CoLogNet project period in which
some of the described methods and tools have been ap-
plied to teaching material in Computational Logics. To-
gether with related initiatives (such as Milca (MiLCA,
Medienintensive Lehrmodule in der Computerlinguistik-
Ausbildung) and LoLaLi (LoLaLi. Logic and Language
Links, 2004), it can provide the starting point for the set-
up of an encompassing web-based resource center of life-
long education in the various disciplines represented at the
transdisciplinary ESSLLI summer schools such as Com-
putational Linguistics, Formal Semantics, Computational
Logics and Artificial Intelligence.

The segmentation of teaching materials into ‘recom-
binant’ units is a novel contribution to the transformation
of todays educational instruments into an e-learning setup.
In principle the method can be applied to written teach-
ing material such as text books and course scripts in any
academic field. However, the method favors clearly struc-
tured texts with recognizable units and sub-units such as
statements, arguments, conjectures, theorems, proofs, ex-
amples, derivations. It may not have been accidental that
the origins and first testing grounds for the methodology
have been in Computational Logics.

However, the method has far-reaching consequences.
For centuries, printed books have constituted the preferred
representation for the storage and transfer of human knowl-
edge. Today distributed knowledge sources, hypertexts and
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powerful systems for computer aided instruction demand
more flexible representations of the same knowledge uti-
lizing a richer explicit structure. While this change is tak-
ing place, more books are written. The transformation of
existing and new textual knowledge into a representation
supporting novel forms of learning and knowledge manage-
ment is an important challenge for all scientific disciplines.

The linking of conceptual units with external resources
such as other information sources, computational systems
and visualization tools also has applications that extend far
beyond the utilization sketched in this paper. One of these
applications is of special interest to the field of language
recources and technology evaluation. A revolutionary de-
velopment for the study of language and for the evaluation
of language technology has been the annotation of data with
linguistically motivated interpretations. It started with sim-
ple part-of-speech annotation, progressed with treebanks
and has recently led to some semantic interpretation of data
such as in prop-banks and frame-banks. On the other hand,
scientific publications link back to the data that were ex-
ploited to obtain and verify the linguistic and technolog-
ical results. The gradual emergence of a solid empirical
methodology linking data and their scientific interpretation
is changing both theoretical and computational linguistics.

A next logical step in the preparation of teaching ma-
terial in the ESSLLI disciplines will be the exploitation of
the hyper-referencing mechanisms for the linking of state-
ments on language, methods and processing tools with data
that exemplify the observations, illustrate the effects ofthe
methods and evaluate the processing components. In this
way remote language resources can be integrated into the
teaching material. This linking will be especially relevant
for courses on empirical methods. But it can also be utilized
for courses on formal linguistic analysis or computational
methods for the processing of human language.

We expect that the developed methods will be success-
fully tested in future ESSLLI summer schools. In this way
a larger number of students and teachers will contribute to
their improvement and hopefully also become interested in
their application within other contexts. We hope for a dis-
semination into regular academic programs, e-learning ini-
tiatives, and the European Master Programmes.
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